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The onset of autumn traditionally marks a 
resurgence of interest by many computer users as 
the nights draw in. Indeed. I expect the clocks will 
have been put back by the time you read this. so 
what better than to curl up in front of your 
computer. 

You will see that this month's Postbag page is 
devoted to one topic. and that is a review which 
we published in the previous issue of a product 
called Wordwise-Mail. Now I find this 
correspondence interesting for a number of 
reasons. 

There are very few new products released for the 
BBC micro these days. and those that are often 
emanate from single individuals who cannot afford 
much in the way of advertising. We are only too 
happy to consider reviewing such products. but 
we need the information about the product in U1e 
first place, and we need someone to volunteer to 
do a review (for example. I have for review some 
recent products relating to Inter-Word and Inter
Base • see News in BEEBUG Vol.12 No.4). 

It is also revealing to see. U1al of the three main 
word processors for the BBC micro (Wordwtse. 
Inter-Word and View). by far tile greatest interest 
seems to revolve still around Word,vise (and 
Wordwtse Plus) · see, for example, the latest 
Wordwise User's Notebook in this issue. Yet 
Word wise ls certainly the oldest of the three. If any 
readers can faU1om out<Why U1at Is then let us 
have your tlloughts on the subjecL 

What this all a.mounts to, as I have said before. is 
that there is clearly a dedicated band ofBeeb 
users still very actively using their BBC micros for 
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a vartety of purposes. It would be nice If we could 
reveal more of these activities to other readers. 
This month's letters show that U1e Interest Is there 
and Is still very strong. If you are one of U1ose still 
active users, then why not share your experiences 
with other readers? 

Mike Williams 

All Formats Computer Fairs are nourtshing 
throughout the country. and details of events for 
tile remainder of this year are given below: 
Nov 6 Cowley Palish Hall, Oxford. 
Nov 7 Corn Exchange, Church St. Brighton. 
Nov 13 National Motorcycle Museum. NEC. 

Birmingham (J6 M42). 
Nov 14 University Union. Park Place. 

Nov21 
Nov27 
Nov28 

Dec4 

Dec 5 
Dec 11 

Dec 12 

Dec 18 
Dec 19 

Cardiff. Nov 20 Sandown Park, Esher. 
Surrey (J9/IO M25). 
Guildhall. Portsmouth. 
Haydock Park Racecourse (J23 M6). 
Bristol Exhibition Centre, 
Nr. Watershed. 
De Montford Hall, Granville Road. 
Leicester. 
Washington Leisure Centre. Disl. I. 
National Motorcycle Museum. NEC. 
Blrmtngham (J6 M42). 
Untverslly Sports Centre. Calverley SI. 
Leeds. 
Adam House. Chambers SI. Edl11lnirgh. 
City Mall. Cancllertggs. Clasgow. 

Admission costs £4 for adults (£2 after 2pm), £2 
for children. wheelchair users free. For 50 £1 off 
vouchers send a stamped addressed envelope to 
Bruce Evertss. Maple Leaf. Stretlon-on-Fosse. 
Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 9QX. or 
telephone 0608 662212. 
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M -Base (Part 11 
I.J.Palmer presents the first part of a comprehensive 

database for the Beeb. 

M-Base is a data handling program 
which is versatile whilst being easy to 
use. It has all the features of a simple 
'card box' pr og ram but with powerful 
features to allow a more complex 
database to be managed. 

M-Base has four different searches, 
including a powerful 'closeness' search. 
Also, there is automatic sorting which 
means that you do not need waste time 
sorting data once you have typed it in. 
There is also automatic housekeeping 
which means that when you delete 
records the data is shuffled to reduce the 
overall size. 

Perhaps the most useful feature of M-Base 
is the way it handles memory. With most 
programs of this kind you either load the 
da ta into memory while you look through 
it, alter it, etc. or you keep the data on disc 
all the time . The former of means fast 
access to data but limits the size of the 
database you can use. The latter allows 
much larger databas es (up to the size 
allowed by the filing system) but is often 
slow, particularly when searching. 

M-Base allows you to have the best of 
both worlds. Whi le the database will fit 
in memory you can load it into memory 
when you use it, but once it gets too 
large for your machine's memory you 
can then resort to disc use without any 
changes necessary. When the memory 
option is used th e data is loaded into 
sideways RAM, allowing just under 63K 
of data in memory on the Master 128 or 
Compact. 

As the program stands it will on ly work 
on Master computers as it assumes four 
banks of sidew ays RAM accessed via the 
SR commands (e.g. SRDATA, SRREAD 
and SRWRITE) although the program 
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can easily be altered to allow its use on 
o ther computers by taking out these 
commands and using it in disc mode 
only. You should also note that the 
program uses the ON ... PROC command 
and OSCLI, these will only work from 
Basic 4 and 2 respectively and will need 
to be written in other ways on earl ier 
versions. 

This program has been split up into three 
parts due to its size, although these will 
be combined to produce a sing le 
program . You should take care when 
typing it in that you notice th e line 
numbering of the final ten lines in the 
listing included with this section. 

Once you have typed in the first par t of 
the program and saved it you are ready 
to sta rt sett ing up your first M-Base 
database. For the rest of this article we 
will assume that you are using M-Base 
using the sideways RAM option, which 
is how the program starts up. 

Note that you should not rush ahead 
and type in your whole book 
collection at this st age, as there is no 
save routine supplied in this par t of 
the program. You will have to wait 
unti l part 2 to be able to save your 
databases . Until then you can simply 
create new databases, add records, 
view records and extend the database. 
When you exit from M-Base at this 
stage you will get an error due to a 
procedure being missing, yet again 
this w ill be supplied next time. 

When you run the program you will be 
presen ted with a menu of 10 op tions. To 
select an option you just need to press 
the number of that option. To execute an 
OSCLI command press '*' and then enter 
the command you wish to execute. 
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M-Base 

The main menu 

SETTING UP A DATABASE 
Option 4 of the main menu takes you to a 
second menu with five options on it. The 
first of these options is the New Database 
option. 

Creating a new database 

Once you select this option you will be 
asked the name of the database. This 
should be the filename of the databas e 
you wish to set up, although it does no!: 
need to be. 

Nex t you need to tell the program what 
fields the database J,as . You can have a 
maximum of 24 fields and yo u need to 
enter the name of each one and t he 
maximum lengt h that each should 
requir e. The first field you enter will be 
the one which is used to sort the data; 
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ente r a blank name and blank length to 
finish entering fields . 

Now yo u need to tell M-Base where you 
wish to p lace each field on the screen 
when displaying records. Use ZX*? keys 
to move each field name a round the 
screen and press SPACE to place it. Block 
characters will show where each placed 
field's maximum reach is, that is where 
any data for a given field will reach if it's 
lengt h is equa l to the maximum length 
set before. 

The second option on this menu allows 
you to extend a database which has 
already been set up, by al lowing you to 
add fields . First you need to tell th e 
program about th e new fields, in a 
similar way to setting up a new da tabase, 
and then place all th e fields on the 
screen, again as before. Then the program 
will make space for all the new field s 
which may tak e a few minutes if th e 
database has a lot of records or you are 
using disc. 

The third option allows you to reposition 
the fields on the screen in new positions 
allowing you to change the screen display 
of records. The fourth option on this menu 
will be described in part two, and the fifth 
returns you to the main menu. 

ENTERING NEW RECORDS 
INTO THE DATABASE 
To enter new records simp ly select option 
2 of the ma in menu . You will then be 
show n an empt y record with the screen 
di s play se t up when creat in g the 
database. Enter the data to be added to 
the database and press Return at the end 
of eac h field. When you have finished 
entering one record it wil l be added to 
the database and you will be g iven a new 
blank entry. To finish adding data press 
Escape. 

This is a good time to describe the 
powerful text input routine used in this 
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program. When entering text in most of 
this program you have full curso r control 
ov er the input, rather like a word 
processor. Press ing left and r:ight cursor 
keys moves the curso r left and right. Up 
and down cursor keys move to the start 
and end of the current line of text. Delete 
and Copy keys delete behind and at the 
cursor resp ectively. Cha racter keys enter 
that character at the cur sor po s iti on. 
Pressing Shift and the Cursor Up key 
moves back through the fields, and Shift 
and the Cursor Down key moves down 
th ro ugh t he fiel d s . C trl -U clear s the 
curre nt text line . 

VIEWING THE RECORDS 
Select option 1 from the main menu. You 
will then see display ed the first record in 
th e databas e. That is to say, the fi rst 
alphabetically to the firs t field , not the 
first record entered . 

Pressing fO (or Shift and the Cursor Right 
key) moves onto the next record , and 
pressing f1 (or Shift and the Cursor Left 
key) moves to the previous record. Pressing 
Escape returns you to the main menu. 

While viewing records you can also alter 
them, simply by typing the alterations, 
using the method for moving around the 
record as described in the previous 
section. The only requirement is that, to 
make sure that your alterations are 
stored, you move from that record, e.g . 
by pressing fO or fl, rather than pressing 
Escape . 

Whilst viewing records you can use the 
first of the four searches included in this 
program . To start the search, press f2 
and enter the search string at the prompt. 
The search routine will then search for 
the first record which contain s that 
string in its first field . The search is case 
insensitive; use f3 to continue the search . 
When no more records are found you 
will be to ld so and returned to the last 
record found. 
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When each record is displayed the 
number of that record is displayed at the 
bottom of the screen. This is the number 
which should be used when deleting 
records. 

That co nclude s the first part of the 
program. In part 2 you will be supplied 
with features which will allow you to 
delete records, save and load database 
files, view information about a database 
and set up status flags. 

10 REM Program M-Base 
20 REM Vers ion Bl . 60 
30 REM Aut hor I. J. Palmer 
40 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
50 REM Program subje ct to copyright 
60 REM 

100 MOOE? 
110 PROCsetup 
120 REPEAT 
130 PROOnenu 
140 PROCoptions 
150 UNI'IL 0%=0 
160 PROCcle anup 
170 END 
180 : 

1000 DEF PROCsetup 
1010 *SRDATA W 
1020 *SRDATA X 
1030 *SRDATA Y 
1040 *SRDATA Z 
1050 *KEYO IA 
10"60 *KEYl I B 
1070 *KEY2 IC 
1080 *KEY3 ID 
1090 OM ERROR VDU3:IF ERR=l7 OSCLI('FX4 

') :GOT0120:ELSE CLS:REPORT:PRINT' at li n 
e ' ;ERL:END 
1100 DIM F$(25),L%(25),T$(25),S$ (25),X% 

(25),Y%(25),P %(25) ,C%(50),T%(50), L$(25) , 
da% &400 

1110 PROCcleardb 
1120 ENDPROC 
1130 : 
1140 DEF PROCcleanup 
1150 PROCclear:IF DC% AND ch%>0 PROCsav 

e:ELSE IF NOT(DC%) PROCstinfo 
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M-Base 

1160 *SRROM W 
1170 *SRROM X 
1180 *SRROM Y 
1190 *SRROM Z 

1200 *BASIC 
1210 ENDPROC 
1220 : 
1230 DEF PRCX:cleardb 
1240 N$="":N%:0:L%=0:F%=0:E%=0:PR%=0:CS 

%=FALSE:FOR A%=1 TO 25:P%(A%)=TRUE:NEXT: 
MG%:l5:CR%=TRUE:S$="":DC%=FALSE:ch%=0 
1250 ENDPROC 
1260 : 
1270 DEF PROCtitl e(P$,Y%) 
1280 P$:CHR$(14l)+P$:VDU31,0,Y%, 132,157 

,135,3l ,0,Y%+1, 132,157,135,31,38,Y%, l56, 
31, 38,Y%+1,156 
1290 PROCcentre(P$,Y%J :PROCcentre(P$ ,Y% 

+1} 

} 

1300 ENDPROC 
1310 : 
1320 DEF FNinput( M$,0$,X%,Y%,l%,LA%,HA% 

1330 LOCAL OX%,OY%,K%,C%,x%,y%,A% 
1340 OX%=P0S:OY%=VP0S:key%=0 
1350 PRIN1TAB(X%,Y%);M$; :x%=POS:y%=VP0S 
1360 PRI1'1ID$;TAB(x%,y%); 
1370 M$=0$:A%=4:X%=1:Y%=0:X%=(USR(&FFF4 

)AND&FFOO)DIV&l OO 
1380 C%=1:REPEAT:K%=GET 
1390 IF K%=127 AND C%>1 M$=LEFTS(M$,C%-

2)+RIGHT$(M$,LEN(MS)-C%+1}:PROCrefr esh:C 
%=C%-1: VDU8 
1400 IF K%:135 AND C%<=LEN(M$) M$=LEFTS 

(M$,C%-l) +RIGHT$(M$, LEN(M$)-C%): PROCrefr 
esh 
1410 IF K%:137 AND C%<=LEN(M$) C%=C%+1: 

VDU9 
1420 IF K%=21 PRIN'ITAB(x%,y%};SPC(LEN(M 

Sl) ;TAB(x%, y%); :MS="" :C%=1 
1430 IF K%=136 AND C%>1 C%:C%-l :VDU8 
1440 IF K%=139 C%=1:PRI!"1TAB(x%,y%); 
1450 IF K%=138 C%:LEN(M$)+1:IF C%>1 PRI 

N'ITAB(x%,y%) ;:FOR A%:2 TO C%:VDU9:NEXT 
1460 IF K%>=L.~% AND K%<:HA% AND LEN(MS) 

<1% M$=LEF'I'$(M$,C%-l }+CHR$(K%)+RIGHT${M$ 
,LEN(M$)-C%+1) :C%=C%+1:VDU9:PROCrefresh 
1470 UNTIL K%=13 OR {K%>135 AND K%<140 
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AND INKEY-1) OR (K%<=11 AND K%>0):0SCLI{ 
"FX4 "+STR${X%)) :key%=K%:=M$ 
1480 : 
1490 DEF PROCrefresh:LOCAL X%,Y% 
1500 X%:P0S:Y%=VP0S:PRINTTAB{x%,y%};M$; 

";TAB(X%, Y%}; :ENDPROC 
1510 : 
1520 DEF PROCcentre(P$,Y%) 
1530 LOCAL X%:X%=19 
1540 X%:X%-LEN(PS)DIV 2:PRINT1'AB(X%,Y%) 

;PS 
1550 ENDPROC 
1560 : 
1570 DEF PROCclear:LOCAL A%:VDU26,23;11 

, O;O;O;O; O; 
1580 PRINTTAB{0,24);SPC(38); 
1590 FOR A%=23 TOO STEP-1 
1600 PRINTTAB{0,A%);CHR$(132);CHRS(l57) 

;SPC( 40); :NEXT: PRI!"1TAB( 0, 0) ; " • 
1610 VDU23;l l , 255;0;0;0 ;0;0;: ENDPROC 
1620 : 
1630 DEF FN1ow(I$):L0CAL OS,Q% 
1640 FOR Q%=1 TO LEN(!$) :0$=0$+CHR$(ASC 

(MID$(IS ,Q%,l ))OR 32) :NEXT:=0$ 
1650 : 
1660 REM***** Read & Wr ite* **** 
1670 : 
1680 DEF PROCread(R%):LOCAL A%,P% 
1690 PR0Cio{TROE,da%,da%+L%,&400+(R%-1} 

*L%) :1%:{!da%)AND&FFFF:n%={!da%)DIV&1000 
0 
1700 P%:da%+4:FOR A%=1 TO F%:TS(A%):$P% 

:P%=P%+LEN(T$(A%))+1:NEXT 
1710 ENDPROC 
1720 : 
1730 DEF PROCwrit e(R%) 
1740 P%=da%+4:FOR A%=1 TO F%:$P%:T$(A%) 

:P%=P%+LEN(T$(A%})+1:NEXT: !da%={n%*&1000 
0}+1% 
1750 PROCio(FALSE,da%,da%+L%,&400+{R%-1 

} *L%) 
1760 ENDPROC 
1770 : 
1780 DEF PROCio(r%,s%,f%,p%) 
1790 IF NOT(DC%) AND r% OSCLI("SRREAD" 

+STR$-(s%)+" "+STR$-{f%)+" "+STRS-(p%)): 
ENDPROC . 

continued on page 48 
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SpiroPlot 
by R.Sterry 

This is an attractive little program which 
generates pictures simi lar to those 
produced by a Spirograph. You simply 

an hour 
can be spent 
playing with 
t h s 
program, 
trying to 
produce 
the magnus 
opus of 
computer 
generated 
spiroplots. 

define the size of 
the 'disc' that 

you want to 
use, and the 
position of 
the 'pen' 
within the 
d i S C 

(known as 
the 'locus' 

position). Many 

To get a general idea of what the 
program can generate, try entering the 
following values: 

Disc Size 
so 
89 

202 
212 
298 

Locus 
1.4 
1.0 
0.5 
1.5 
1.5 

These examples should be enough to 
trigger your imagi nation. Happy 
designing! 

Note: This program was originally published 
in BEEBUG Vol.1 No.9. 
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10 REM Program SpiroPlot 
20 REM Versi on B 2.0 
30 REM Author R. Sterry 
40 REM BEEBUG Nov 1993 
50 REM Program subject to copyright 
60 : 

100 ON ERROR PROCerror 
llO t«:>DE 7 
120 PRI1'1I' TAB(l O)•s P IRO PLO T"TA 

B(lO)STRIN:3$(17, "=") 
130 PRINT TAB(0,12)"Disc Size (0 ro 36 

0) • 

140 REPEAT 
150 INPUT TAB(21,12)B 
160 UNTIL 6<=360 AND B>=0.01 
170 PRINT TAB{0,14)"Locus Posit ion (0 

ro l. 5l • 
180 REPEAT 
190 INPUT TAB(26,14)M 
200 UNTIL M<=l .5 AND M>:0.01 
210 M0DE2l 
220 VDU 29,639;511;5 
230 VDU 19,1,0,0,0,0,19,0,7,0,0,0 
240 A=-360 : C=A+B: Q=O 
250 REPEAT 
260 X=C*COSQ-M*B*COS(C*Q/B) 
270 Y=C*SINQ-M*B*SIN(C*Q/B) 
280 IF Q=O MOVE X,Y ELSE DRAW X,Y 
290 Q=Q+B/ 800 
300 UNTIL FALSE 

1000 DEF PROCerro r 
1010 VDU4 
1020 PRINTTAB(0,12)"Try different valu 

es (Y/N) " 
1030 REPEAT 
1040 A$:GET$ 
1050 UNTIL A$="Y' OR A$="Y" OR A$="N" 0 

R A$=1'n11 

1060 IF A$="N" OR A$='n" T'r!EN CLS:END 
1070 RUN 
1080 OOPROC (ID 
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Public Domain 
Alan Blundell continues his examination of the latest available PD and 

shareware for the Beeb. 
After last issue, I'm not sure that I can 
pack in quite so much new softwar e this 
issue: I've decided to concentrate on two 
items which I am sure will be of interest. 

NECTAR COLLECTOR 
Nectar Collector is a Repton Infinity (TM) 
game, written by Alex Card. Alex wrote 
the game a coup le of years ago using the 
game designing utilities in Repton 
Infinity, and it was the runner-up in 
Superior Software's ' Design a Game' 
competition. Superior had plans at one 
time to release the game as part of the 
Play It Again Sam series of comp ilations 
for the BBC Micro, but as the game needs 
the full Infinity package to work, the 
id ea was abandoned. Alex later 
approached Superior for permission to 
dist ri bute the game as PD, and th is 
permission was given. The gam e is well 
worth playing (note, though, that it is 
only playabl e if you alread y have Repton 
Infinity). 

The scenario is not based on the normal 
'Repton' character, but on 'Hummy', a 
hummingbird who has to collect nectar 
to feed his chicks . In this task, he is 
harassed by wasps, caterpillars, ba ts, 
venus fly trap s, spide rs and other little 
nasties. This 'cu te ' scenario doesn't 
sound too difficult, perhaps, but Alex 
says that although the game starts easily, 
it steadily increases in difficulty. Only 
one person, he maintains, has so far 
completed level 8 ... himself! 

Alex has moved on to an Archimedes 
since writing the game, but has included 
a message with the game that shows a 
certain fondness for the good old Beeb: 
"This is for all my Brothers in 6502, hope 
you enjoy Nectar Collector, p lease don't 
send any money but if you can beat all 8 
levels yo u are exceptionally talented. I 
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have moved on from the dear old Beeb 
but still have fond memo rie s of it and 
haven' t yet found a game to match 
EXILE on the Archie. Take the Beeb to 
the year 2000 and beyond. Alex Card." 

UTILITIES ROM 
Andrew Fiddaman was an early 
contri butor to the availa bilit y o f PD 
sof tware for the BBC Micro with his 
UtilROM, an SWR-based collection of 
utilit y commands designed specifically 
for the Master 128 computer. The ROM 
was not to be a static product , and it has 
been added to and upgraded over the 
past couple of years . I have just received 
the latest upgrade to the ROM, which is 
available as shareware. 

Th e term shareware means that if you 
make regular use of the program you 
should pay a registration fee to Andrew 
directly. Shareware distribution can be 
the best of both worlds in some cases, as 
the user gets to try the program to see if 
it doe s suit their needs, and the author 
gets rewarded for their hard work by 
the registration fees received (in the case 
of UtilROM, this is £6.50 per user, for as 
many machines as they use). If there are 
enough registrations, there is an 
incentive for the author to produce 
further programs and to upgrade and 
enhance their existing work. 

UtilROM has evo lved into a genuinely 
useful ROM, w ith a wid e range of 
commands. The latest release includes 
new commands toge th er with 
enhancements to some that were there in 
the previous release . 

Some of the most useful features are: 

- Saving & Loading of Basic memory to 
sideways ROM. 
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- Ability to set a power-on password as a 
security aid or anti-theft deterrent 

- Sideways ROM saving. 

- Disassembler. 

- Disc Sector Editor. 

In total, the ROM contains 49 star 
commands, of which some are more useful 
or uncommon than others. As a flavour, I 
have picked a few to mention specifically: 

* AS This command is an 
implementation of t he Arc h imedes 
SAVE. The program will take the 
filename from the first line and then save 
the basic program under this name. The 
first line must be of the format: 

REM >file name 
If it is not, the UtilRom will display an 
error message. 

*BVERJFY - This command will check the 
current Basic program against the file on 
disc. If the filename is omitted, you will 
be prompted for it. 

*CASE - This command provides an easy 
method of chang ing the Caps/Shift lock 
status from software : 
U - Upper Case/Upper Case with Shift 
M - Upper Case/Lower Case w ith Shift 
L - Lower Case/Upper Case w ith Shift 

"CMOSDEF - This command returns the 
CMOS RAM settings to a default state. 
The optional M parameter causes the 
configuration to be set to that on p.244 of 
the Welcome Guide (also *CMOSLOAD 
& *COMSSAVE). 

*COMPACT - This is a replacement for 
the standard compac t command. The 
difference is that the UtilRom first ver ifies 
the disc, thus ensur ing that no data is 
moved onto a corrupted sector. 

*LPRINT - This command provides an 
easy way of communicating with your 
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printer. The string (in GSREAD format) is 
sent directly to the printer. For example, 
to rese t an EPSON compatible printer, 
the codes required are: 

<ESC> "@' 

You could type: 
VDU 2, 1,27,l,ASC" @", 3 or: 
*LPRINT I[@ 

*PROTECT - This command will prevent 
the disc in the drive from being catalogued. 
Although this is by no means a complete 
protection, it will stop most amateur 
hackers. Repeating the command will 
reverse the action (i.e. unprotect the disc). 

*TIDYNAMES - This command will 
rename all files on an ADFS disc so that 
they begin with an upper case letter with 
the remainder in lower case. 

*WIPE - This adds a *WIPE command to 
theADFS. 

I have given a fairly long description of 
this ROM because I think that it contains 
something that will be useful to everyone, 
and because some of the facilities are not 
easily locatable elsewhere. 

Andrew has also sent to me several other 
programs which he has wr itten, 
including a home accounts package for 
manag ing your bank balance, a p rinter 
manager including a graphics dump, a 
RAM filing system which uses SWR 
banks on the Master, and a utility ROM 
designed specifica lly for the assemb ly 
language programmer. The last of these 
makes assemb ler source code more 
readable by automa tically sele cting the 
right case for d~fferent par ts of the code. 

That's all there is room for this month; 
next issue, I w ill descri be the la test 
shareware collection for the Master 512 
co-processor and begin another survey of 
PD libraries and other sources of material 
fo r Beeb users as there have been a 
number of changes since I last did such a 
survey. ® 
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Missile Navigation 
This time Cliff Blake isn't shooting at stars. 

If you followed the Gravity Orbit 
programs in BEEBUG Vol.11 No.9 to 
Vol.12 No.3, you may like to see the 
incremental technique used in a non 
grav ity application. 

MISSILE COURSES 
An unguided missile fired directly 
towards a moving target, will obvious ly 
arrive after the target has moved away. 
Fitting a homing sensor so that the 
missile always moves towards the target 
can result in interception, but the missile 
may need a grea ter speed to catch the 
target. This is called a 'Pure Pursuit 
Course'. The line between the missile 
and the target is termed the 'Sight-line', 
and the axis of a pure -pursuit missile is 
always aligned with it, so both turn at 
the same angular rate. 

If a hom ing sensor itself can turn and 
look at an angle, it is possible for the 
missile to turn faster and move directly 
towards the expected interception point. 
Thus if the sight-line is changing at 0.1 
deg/sec, the missile might be adjusting 
ten times as fast at 1 deg/ sec. This is 
termed 'Proportional Navigation ' . 

If dAm/ dt is the angular rate-of-tum of 
the missile , and dAs/ dt is that of the 
Sight-line, and Kn is the so-called 
navigation constant , then the resulting 
equation is 

For the unguided case Kn=O, for pure 
pursuit Kn=l, and for the proportional 
example above, Kn=lO. In most cases a 
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missile would normally be fired at the 
predic ted interception point, and not 
directly at the target. 

THE PROGRAM 
This program liste d below simulates a 
ship firing four missiles, with Kn values 
o f 0, l , 9, and 50, at a hostile aircraft 
moving from right to left across the top 
of the screen. This is called a 'Crossing 
Target' because its direction from the 
ship is changing. Note that the value of 9 
is a big advantage over value 1, but the 
increase to 50 gains relatively little. On 
running the program yo u will get the 
display shown here. There are no 
instructions - the simulation runs 
immediately - but, if you want to 
experiment with the variables as listed 
below, you might want to add an input 
procedure. Press 'Q' to leave th e 
program. 

Missile Navigation 

Hopefully yo u will never fire missiles, 
but the demonstration also suggests that 
on the football field it is better to close 
up on an opponent by running for a 
point ahead of him. However so long as 
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yo u ha v e made an approx imate 
allow a nce, it doesn't have to be too 
precise. 

PROGRAM VARIABLES 
The navigation variab les adopted are: 

Xt,Yt Target position 
Xtv Target positional steps due to 

velocity 

Xm,Ym Missile positi on 
Xmv,Ymv Missile positional steps due to 

velocity 
Rmv Missile radial step ve locity 

Xd,Yd Distance of missile from tacget 

As Sight -line ang le in space 
Asp Previous Sigh t-line angle 
dAs Sight -line angle increment 

Am Missile angle in space 
dAm Missi le angle increment 
Kn Nav igation cons tant 

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 
Hav ing carefu ll y saved the or igi nal 
program, alter the Kn value from O to 0.5, 
or some other value Jess than l. Change 
th e 50 va lue to 200, and see the missile 
tu mble due to o ver -correcting. Try 
va ry in g the missile ve loci ty Rmv. 
Although this is a very straigh t forward 
sim ul atio n· it shows how ev en a sma ll 
computer can exp lore important ideas 
and theories. 

10 REM Program MISSILE 
20 REM Version 80.1 
30 REM Author Cliff Blake 
40 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
50 REM Program subject to copyright 
60 : 

Beebug Novembe r 1993 

Missile Navigation 

100 MODEO:VDU 5 
110 ENVELOPE l, 10,0,0,0, 20,20,20,127, 0 

,0, -20, 126, 126 
120 PROCship:PROCkn 
130 VDU 4: i%=INKEY{l 00):VDU 7 
140 REPEAT:g$:GET$:UNTIL gS="Q" OR g$= 

"'g .. 

150 CLS:END 
160 : 

1000 DEF FNangle(x,y) 
1010 LOCAL rd 
1020 IF x>O AND y:0 =0 
1030 IF X<O AND y:0 =PI 
1040 IF x=O AND y>O =PI/2 
1050 IF x=O AND Y<O =3*PI/ 2 
1060 IF ABS(x)/ABS(y)<lE-18 THEN x=SGN( 

x ) *ABS(y) *lE-18 
1070 rd=A'IN(y/x) 
1080 IF x<O =PI+rd 
1090 IF y<O =2*PI+rd 
1100 =rd 
1110 : 
1120 DEF PROCcal c 
1130 REPEAT 
1140 Asp=As 
1150 MOVE Xt, Yt 
1160 Xt=Xt+Xtv :Yt=lOOO 
1170 DRAW Xt ,Yt 
1180 MOVE Xm, Ym 
1190 Xm:Xm+Xmv:Ym=Ym+Ymv 
1200 DRAW Xm,Ym 
1210 Yd=Yt -Ym:Xd=Xt -Xm 
1220 As:FNarigle(Xd,Yd) 
1230 dAs=As-Asp:dAm:Kn*dAs:Am:Am+dAm 
1240 Xmv=Rmv'COS(Am) :Ymv=Rmv*SIN{Am) 
1250 IF ABS(Xd)<lO AND ABS(Yd)<l O THEN 

PROChit 
1260 UNTIL hit% OR Ym>l010 
1270 ENDPROC 
1280 : 
1290 DEF PROChi t 
1300 hi t%=TRUE 
1310 MOVE Xt-1 2, Yt +l2:PRINT"*" 
1320 SOUND 0,1, 6,10 
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Missile Navigation 

1330 ENDPROC 
1340 : 
1350 DEF PRCX:kn 
1360 FOR n%=0 TO 3 
1370 OS%=4 
1380 IF n%=0 THEN Kn=O:xo=ll OS:yo:700:o 

s%=0 
1390 IF n%=1 THEN Kn=l :xo=865:yo=600 
1400 IF n%=2 THEN Kn=9:xo=695:yo=400 
1410 IF n%=3 THEN Kn=50:xo=540:yo=300 
1420 PROCinit ial :PROCcalc 
1430 GCOL 0,0 :MOVE 1279,1000:DRAW Xt+os 

%,1000:GCOL 0,1 
1440 MOVE xo,yo:PRINT'Kn=';Kn 
1450 NEXT n% 
1460 ENDPROC 
1470 : 
1480 DEF PRCX:initial 
1490 hit%=FALSE 

Binders • • • 

Have you ordered your binder for 
volume 12 of BEEBUG yet? 

We have limited stocks of these smart 
blue binders available 

( in A5 size for BEEBUG magazine) 
so why not phone us wi th , your order on: 

(0727) 840303 

or phone our new direct sales numb er: 
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(0727) 840305 

Price: M.20 
Code: 1421 

1500 Xt:1279 :Yt=lOOO:Xtv=-3 
1510 Xm=650:Ym=20:Rmv=4 
1520 Xd=Xt-Xm:Yd:Yt-Ym 
1530 As=F'Nangle(Xd,Yd) 
1540 Am=As 
1550 Xmv=Rmv*COS(Am) :Ymv=Rmv*SIN(Am) 
1560 ENDPROC 
1570 : 
1580 DEF PROCship 
1590 REPEAT 
1600 READ f$,x,y 
1610 IF f$="M"TIIEN MOVE x,y 
1620 IF f$="D"TIIEN DRAW x,y 
1630 UNTIL fS='E" 
1640 ENDPROC 
1650: 
1660 DATA M,320,0,D,960,0,M,560,0,D, 550 

,20,D,730,20,D,710,0,M,620,20,D,620,50,D 
,640,50,D,640,20,E,0, 0 ffil 

Advertising 
• ID 

BEEBUG. 

for advertising details, 
please contact: 

Sarah Shrive 

on (0727) 840303 

or wrire to: 

BEEBUG Magazine 

117 Hatfield Road 
St Albans 

Herts 
ALI 4JS 

• • 
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Financial Futures 
Ian Crawford looks at his retirement prospects 

with the help of his Beeb. 
No matter where you are in your career, 
retirement and pensions are something 
you will have been asked to think about 
at some time. With a vast range of 
financial packages being offered to us it 
can be very difficult to cut through the 
jargon and get some idea of just what 
our income will look like when the great 
day comes. 

The program SAVINGS, listed below, 
serves as a number of useful 'reminders' 
to those of us who have not yet done 
anything about taking out investments. 
We all know that 'Fina ncial Advisers' (a 
fancy name for Insurance Salesmen) are 
constantly pressuring us to save with 
their company and that we'll all be so 
much more wealthy if we did, when we 
retire. 

What they quite often fail to mention is 
that most of the policies promise large 
sums of money to your surviving family 
if you d ie before reaching 60 or 65 years, 
bit this is not the same sum that you will 
receive when you survive and retire at 65 
and live for another 10-30 years! 

Using this program you should be able 
to ask yourself (and your Financia l 
Advisor) exactly how much cash you 
will need when you retire, alive, fit and 
well, at 65. The answer may well 
surprise you! 

One essentia l detail incorporated in the 
program is the level o f government 
pension. You can go to any DSS office (or 
write direct to DSS, RPFA Unit, Room 
37D, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE98 1 YX.) 
and ask them for a form to enab le them 
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to forecast what pension you will receive 
from the government when you retire at 
65 (60 for women). The sum supplied 
will be as if it was being paid now, even 
though you may have 10, 20, 30 years to 
go to retirement. 

As the government usually increase 
pensions annually in line with inflation, 
the figure shown can be used with a 
certain amount of confidence, 
particularly if you have only 10-15 years 
before retirement. However, we're all 
aware that the government are trying to 
get younger people to take out private 
pensions because they can't see 
themselves being able to fund retirement 
for those below around 40 years of age in 
the future . 

This is why, when you talk to your 
Financial Advisor, it is essential to ask 
about tl\e sum you will receive when you 
survive and retire, happy in the financial 
security you always planned for 
yourself. 

When first run, the program has certain 
defaults set up; you can accept these or 
enter your own information. The 
information you can enter is as follows: 
the total savings available to you, current 
interest rates, current inflation and 
annual expenditure (or what you would 
like to spend!). It assumes that the 
government pension is at the current 
level £5471; this is set at line 1140. 

When calc ulating, the program will 
randomly alter the level of inflat ion, 
interest rates and the government 
pension. All operations are heavily 
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Financ ial Futures 

REMed so you can alter and refine the 
calculations . These figures are fed back 
into PROCcalculate on a year by year 
basis until either the money runs out, or 
you reach the grand old age of 105. The 
results are then printed out on the screen. 

Yea r=2 2 
Ann In t ADDEO New CAPITAL =£. 7846 

P.evised CAPITAL available=£ 846 

P lu s Govt Pe ns 1o n P>A =£ 53 S7 

TOTAL Sum Available =£ 6 204 

I nt,e,rest=4 . 00 % lnflation=-2 00 % 

I t ALL u~nt 1n 22 Year s Tough Luck 

INITIAL Ca pit~l ~a s £3 0000 00 

ANNUAL expenditu r e-was £7000 00 

I nte re st S TARTED at 5 00 % 
FIH1 S HEO at 4 . 00% 
I nt lation STARTED at 00% 
FI NISHED at 2 00 % 

Results of using Savings 

90 

90 

23 

I 3 

I hope the results don't depress you too 
much. The message from th is simple 
simulation is clear - it's never too early to 
start planning for your retirement. 

10 REM Program SAVINGS 
20 REM Version Bl . O 
30 REM Aut hor Ian Crawford 
40 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
50 REM Program subject to copyright 
60 : 

100 CI..S:MODE7:VDU14 
110 REPEAT 
120 ON ERROR GOI'OlOOO 
130 PROCinit 
140 PROCamount 
150 PROCcalculate 
160 PROCdisplay :wait=GET 
170 PROCcontinue 
180 UNTIL FALSE 
190 END 
200 : 

1000 REPORT:PRINT "•at line '.;ERL:END 
1010 : 
1020 DEF PROCinit 
1030 newcap=O:Year=l 
1040 : . 
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1050 int=8:REM current INTEREST rates 
1060 infl:5:REM Current INFLATION l evel 
1070 interest=int : inflation=infl 
1080 : 
1090 exp:10000:REM •• Assumed ANNUAL SU 

m covering ALL aspects of EXPENSES when 
Retired ** 
1100 expenditure=exp 
1110 savings=150000:REM Assumed SAVINGS 
1120 REM•• To INCLUDE private Pensions 
and Endowment policies and ALL forms of 
savings you can bri ng toget her ** 
1130 @%:10 
1140 govtpen=5471 
1150 REM** Level Of STATE PENSION show 

nin 'spa at age 65 (Men)in Authors Case 
.Enquire at ANY DSS office for YOUR CYIIN 
Pension Forecast and entre CORRECI' sum 
when you know what it is ** 
1160 ENDPROC 
1170 : 
1180 DEF PROCanount 
1190 CLS 
1200 : 
1210 PRINT "Entre 'TOTAL savings availab 

le to you" 
1220 PRINT "OR pr ess <CR> for Defaults 

um ' • ;savings 
1230 PRINT "SAVINGS must be between" 
1240 REPEAT: INPUT " ( ' 20000 Min:' 500000 

Max)" cap 
1250 : 
1260 REM• If your Savings are MORE tha 

n '500,000.00 then I doubt you've got an 
y worries! I f it i s LESS than '20,000.00 

then I know you have!! •• 
1270 : 
1280 IF (cap>O AND carx20000) OR (cap>S 

00000) THEN VDU7:PRIN'1'I'AB(0,3)SPC(38):VD 
Ull :REM • Clear i ncorrect figures and ba 
ckspace cursor one li ne • 
1290 UNTIL cap=O OR (cap>=20000 AND cap 

<=500000) 
1300 IF cap=O THEN cap=savings 
1310 ini tcap=cap 
1320 CI..S 
1330 : 
1340 PRINT TAB(O,O)'CAPITAL Sum avail ab 

le ' • ;TAB(23,0)cap 
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1350 PRINT "Entre current INTEREST rate 
s• 
1360 PROO "OR press <CR> for Default r 

ate of ";int;"% " 
1370 : 
1380 INPUT"Current INTEREST rate%=" int 

; :VDU31,24,3:REM ** Ti\B cursor to X,Y 
1390 IF int=O THEN int=inte res t 
1400 PRINT; int 
1410 interest=int 
1420 
1430 PRINT' "Entre current INFLATION rat 

e" 
1440 PRINT "OR press <CR> for Default r 

ate of •; infl; "%' 
1450 INPUT 'Current INFLATION rate%="in 

fl; :VDU31,24,7:REM ** Ti\B cursor to X,Y 
1460 IF infl=O THEN infl= i nflat ion 
1470 PRINT; infl 
1480 inflation=infl 
1490 
1500 PRINT''Now entre what you consider 
to be"' 'ALL your expenses in retireme 

nt• • "OR <CR> for Default sum of '• ;exp 
1510 INPUT "Annual EXPENDI'IURE? '•exp; : 

VDU31,21, 12:REM ** Ti\B cursor to X,Y 
1520 IF exp=O THEN exp:expenditure 
1530 PRINT ;exp 
1540 expenditure=exp 
1550 IF exp>cap THEN VDU7:CLS:PRINTTAB( 

5,lO)'You CAN't afford to retire!':I=INK 
EY(300) 
1560 PROCcontinue 
1570 ENDPROC 
1580 : 
1590 DEF PROCcalculate 
1600 CLS 
1610 REPEAT 
1620 PROCadjust 
1630 PROCworkings 
1640 UNTIL (revisedcap+govtpen)<exp OR 

Year:40: REM ** If your Retire at 65 and 
live for a further 40 years, Well Done! 
1650 ENDPROC 
1660 : 
1670 DEF PROCadjust 
1680 random=RND(3) :REM** Interest rat e 

sand Inflat ion are always changing. Thi 
s level (3) i s chosen simply to add some. 
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Financial Futures 

degree of realism into the calculat ions 
.Experiment with higher figures. It will 
FRIGHTEN you!! •• 
1690 random2=RND(4) :REM O This is used 
to Estimate the Govt.State Pension over 
the years . With Govt.trying to REDUCE 
the am:iunt it pays out, the level of an 

y increase may NOT equal that of general 
Interest or Inflation rates. •• 
1700 IF Year: 4 OR Year:6 OR Year=l2 OR 

Year=17 OR Year=21 THEN int=int~random 
1710 IF Year:5 OR Year:10 OR Year:14 OR 
Year=21 OR Year=27 THEN 'int=in t+random 
1720 IF Year=3 OR Year:7 OR Year:11 OR 

Year=19 OR Year=23 THEN infl:infl -random 
1730 IF Year=5 OR Year=9 OR Year:13 OR 

Year=l8 OR Year=25 THEN infl:infl+r andom 
1740 IF Year>30 THEN. int =infl :REM ** If 
you've li ved until 95 yrs then I don't 
reckon you need be too worried about th 

edifferences between Interest & Inflatio 
nso I 've equalised them (at whatever the 
y were in year 29) •• · 
1750 EWPROC 
1760 : 
1770 DEF PROCworkings 
1780 newcap=((int/lOO)*cap)+cap:REM *** 

*INTEREST Added 
1790 newcap=newcap-((infl/lOO)*newcap): 

REM*** INFLATION Subtracted 
1800 @%:10 
1810 PRINTTi\B(O,l)'Year =' ;Year 
1820 @%:&0002020A 
1830 PRINITAB(0,2) ' Ann.Int. ADDED:New CA 

PITAL=' •newcap 
1840 revi sedcap=(newcap-exp) 
1850 PRINTTAB(0,4)' Revised CAPITAL avai 

lable='•revisedcap 
1860 newpension=((random2/100)*govtpen) 

+govtpen: REM ** RANOOM2 Interest added t 
othe Govt.State Pension· ** 

1870 govtpen:newpension- ((random2/100)* 
newpension):REM •• RANIXlM2 Inflation has 
been taken off the Govt.State Pension* 
1880 PRINTTAB(0,6)' Plus GovtPension' P/A 

=' •govtpen 
1890 PRINTTAB(0,8)"TOTAL Sum Available 

=' "revi sedcap+govtpen 
continued on page 20 
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Virtual Arrays 
by David Peckett 

This month, we return 
to the theme of the 
Beeb's shortage of 
memory. In particular, 
there is not enough 
room for very large 
arrays, such as you 
might want in a 
program handling 
marks or scores, or in a 
database. However, if 
you have a disc drive, 
you can create and use 
random access files 
which, in some ways , 
you can use as slow 
arrays. These are called 
"virtual arrays" . 

Normally, we think of 
disc files as being for 
program storage, or as 
sequential files. Such 
files contain data 
written in order by a 
program, and which 
another program will 
read back in exactly the 
same order. However, a 
disc system also has the 
PTR# command, 
specifying exactly 
where in a file an item 
of data is to be written 
or read. If each item of 
data is of a known size, 
then we can go straight 
to an..y particular one . 
For instance, if each 
data item occupies 20 
bytes, then item 100 is 
2000 bytes from the 
start. 

VIRTUAL ARRAYS 
Suppose that we want a virtual array 
equivalent to Basic's : 

DIM array (200,50) 
The first thing is to find how big a file we 
need to hold that much data. The array 
contains 201 •51 (numbering starts at 
zero, remember) floating point (FP) 
numbers. Since a disc file uses 6 bytes to 
store an FP number , that means a total of 
201 *51 *6, or 61506 bytes. 

To create the file, we need the hex 
equivalent of that number - use PRINT 
-61506 to calculate it. It' s &F042, so: 

*SAVE <file name> 0 +F042 
will create a file of the correct size. At 
this stage, the file actually holds the 
contents of most of the Beeb's memory, 
but that will be soon overw ritten. 

Before you can use the virtual array, you 
must open th e file for reading and 
writing using F%=0PENUP("filename"). 
Once the file is open, you can write to 
and read from it with the following 
routines: 

VIRTUAL ARRAY ROUTINES 
10000 DEF PROCwritearray ( f ilen o%, x%, y%, 

value) 
10010 LOCAL posn% 
10020 posn%=(x%*Ydim%+y%)*6 
10030 PTR#fil eno%=posn% 
10040 PRINT#fi leno%,value 
10050 ENDPROC 

11000 DEF' FNreadarray{fileno%,x%,y%) 
11010 LOCAL posn%,value 
11020 posn%=(x%*Ydim%+y%)*6 
11030 PTR#fileno%=posn% 
11040 INPUT#fileno%,value 
11050 =value 
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Using these routi nes, the equival ent of 
array(n l ,n2)=value is: 

PR0Cwrite arr ay(F%,nl,n2,value) 
and valu e=array(nl,n2 ) is dup licated by: 

value,,FNreadarray(F%,nl,n2) 
Bo th cas es as sume that F% ho ld s the 
channe l n umber set by OP EN UP. If 
you'v e used another variable, pass that 
to the proc edure and function. 

The keys to the routines are lines 10020 
and 11020, wh ich calculate the posit ions 
of the ap propriat e items in the file. The 
PTR# statement then sets up to read o r 
wri te tha t value. The calculations use the 
globa l va riable Ydim%, which holds the 
number of items along the Y-axis (second 
d imens ion) of the virtua l array. Set this 
variab le to the corre ct va lue - in the 
exampl e, it is 51 (0-50). 

DATABA SE FILES 
As an alternat ive, you may want to hold 
database informa tion. Suppose you run a 
club and need, say, d a ta about the 
members' names, ad dresses, members hip 
n umbers and sco res in a club 
competi tion . It 's too much to ho ld in 
RAM bu t you need to get to any ite m . 
This is a perfe ct appl ica tion fo r a 
random -access file . 

First, wor k ou t how big the file must be. 
These files on ly work if every record is 
the same size - without that, you canno t 
calculate whe re any particu lar record is. 
Let's allow 20 characters for the name, an 
ad dress of three 20-character fields an d 
an 8-charac ter pos tcode, plus an integer 
membership numbe r and FP score. 

The filing syst em stores st rings in thei r 
leng th pl us 2 by tes, integers in 5 bytes 
and FP numbers in 6 (see page 328 of the 
User Guide) . Eac h recor d thu s has 7 
fields and occupies (4*22+10+5+6), i.e . 
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111 bytes. If we have 200 members, we 
need a fi le of 22200 ( &56 88) bytes, so 
create a file for our use with: 

*SAVE MEMFILE O +56B8 

Once tha t' s done, OPENUP the file and 
try the da tabase routines. The procedures 
are similar to the ones for virtual arrays, 
but transfer data from and to global 
variab les such as name$ and membno%. In 
pract ice, of course, you would use you r 
ow n var iables. In use, set reclen% to the 
size of each record (111 in this case). 
Thus , to get the 32nd record use: 

PROCreadfi le (F%,32, ll l ) 

Note FNpa d an d FNdepad. The first 
forces a st ring to a fixed size by either 
tru ncating it or adding spaces to it, while 
the second strips trai ling spaces from a 
string. They ens ure that all the records 
are the same size. 

DATABASE ROUTINES 
12000 DEF PROCsavefile 

(f ilen o%, index%,rec len%) 
12010 LOCAL posn% 
12020 posn%=index%*reclen% 
12030 PTR~fi leno%=posn% 
12040 PRINT#fi leno%,FNpad(name$.20), 

FNpad(addl$ ,20),FNpad (add2$,20), 
FNpad(add3$,20) ,FNpad(pcode$, 8), 
membno%,s core 

12050 ENDPROC 

13000 DEF PROCreadfile 
( f ile no%, index%, reel en%) 

13010 LOCAL posn% 
13020 posn%=index%*reclen% 
13030 PTR#fileno%:posn% 
13040 INPUT#fil eno%,name$,add1$, 

add2$,add3$,pcode$, 
rnembno%, score 

13050 name$=FNdepad$(name$} 
13060 add1$=FNdepad(addl$) 
13070 add2$=FNdepad(add2$) 
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13080 add3$=FNdepad(add3$) 
13090 pcode$=FNdepad(pcode$) 
13100 ENDPROC 

20000 DEF FNpad(st r$, l en%l 
20010 LOCAL st r len% 
20020 str len%=LEN(str$) 
20030 IF strle n%<1en% '!'HEN st r$=str$ 

+STRIN3${(len%-str len%) ,· ") 
ELSE str $=LEFT${st r$, len%) 

20040 =str $ 

21000 DEF FNdepad(str$ ) 
21010 str$=st r$+" • 
21020 REPEl1T 
21030 st r$=LEPr$ (str $, LEN(st r $) -1) 
21040 UNl'IL RIGHT$ (str$ , 1) <>' " 
21050 =str$ 

Inevitably, the routines above , and 
modifications of them, are very much 

slower than in-memory arrays, hardly 
surprising when you consider how hard 
the d isc drive is working . For instance, 
in the firs t case, random virtual array 
elements are writt en at about 1 per sec 
and read at 2 per s ec. Overa ll 
throughput, though, is much faster 
when the records are addressed in 
order. 

Because the filing system uses a part of 
mem ory for disc transfers, some virtua l 
arra y or database accesses may be 
satisfied directly and speedily from this 
buffer area and require no physical disc 
access at that time . 

Note, this Workshop was first published in 
BEEBUG Vol.4 No.6, and has been updated 
to take account of later developments where 
BBC micros are concerned. ® 

Financial Futures (continued from page 17) 

1900 cap=revisedcap+govtpen 
1910 IF i nt<O THEN i nt=int +random:Ra.l * 

*As Negat ive Intere st or Infla t ion are 
not l ikel y, this makes sure a posi tive 
rat e for bot h exist • • 
1920 IF i nfl <O THEN i nfl=i nfl+random 
1930 PRI1'1TI'AB(0,10}"Int erest =' ;int; •%·T 

AB ( 18) 'I nfl at ion="; infl ; "%" 
1940 Year=Year+l 
1950 REM** PROCcontinue 
1960 REM** Incl ude PROCcontinue i f you 
want to STEP slowly t hrough ALL stages 

of the cal culations• • 
·1970 ENDPROC 
1980 : 
1990 DEF PROCdisplay 
2000 REM ** VDU2 wi ll Switc h ON Pri nter 
2010 REM** To give Y.9U a Hard Copy. Or 
you MAY l i ke to entre your own Print er · 
DUMP rout i ne in here* * 
2020 @%: 10 
2030 IF Year<40 THEN PRUIT' "I t ALL went 
in ";Year -1; " Years "; ' :TOugh Luck":VDU7 

20 

ELSE PRINT' "You outlas t ed your money by 
•;Year;" Years !• :VDU7 
2040 @%:&0002020A 
2050 PRINT' ' INITIAL Capita l was '' ; i 

nit cap 
2060 IF Year=40 THEN PRINT'' You•ve sti l 

1 got ' ";INT{revisedcap+govtpen);" l eft ! 

2070 PRINT' ' /\NNUAL expendi ture was ' •;e 
xp 
2080 PRINT'"Inte rest STARTED at ";inte 

rest ; ' %";' "FINISHED at "; int ; "%' 
2090 PRINT" Inflati on STARTED at "; i nfla 

ti on; ' %"; '"FINISHED at "; infl; "%' 
2100 REM ** VDU3 will Swi tch OFF Printe 

r 
2110 ENDPROC 
2120 : 
2130 DEF PROCcontinue 
2140 PRIN'I'I'AB(5}"Press any key to .conti 

nue· 
·2150 REPEAT UNTIL GET 
2160 ENDPROC 
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Manic Mechanic 
by Jonathan Temple 

The ge nerato r has broke n do wn and the 
factory is slo wly free zing up. Can Manic 
Mechanic collect au the spanners and reach 
the generat or in time " Find out with this 
exciting game from Jonathan Temple. 

You r ob ject iv e is to gu ide the manic 
mechanic through five different scenarios in 
order to reach the generator. You'll have to 
cont end with tr eacherous ice , 
malfu nc tioning conveyor bel ts and some 
dangero us jumps as yo u collect the five 
spann ers on each screen . While you'r e doing 
th is, the tim e will be cont in ually tickin g 
away - if it reaches zero before you get to the 
generator, it's bye-bye mechanic. 

The moving p latform s also deserve a special 
mention. Instead of carrying you along, like 
any self- resp ectin g conveyo r belt, they ' ll 
gladly go off without you, and you will find 
yourself having to run to stay on them. 

The keys to use are the usual 'Z ' and 'X' for 
left and ri gh t and Return to jump . In 
ad d it io n, you can pause the game by 
pressing 'P' , and continu e with 'C' . 

Whi le pa use d , 'Q' and 'S ' wi ll turn the 
sound on and off respective ly; 'F' will finish 
a game, and 'R' will allow you to re-start a 
screen - useful if yo u become trapp ed, bu t 
you do lose a life. 

As the progra m is fairly length y, yo u may 
need to use a move -dow n routin e, such as 
the one below, if your comp uter's PAGE is 
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set higher then &EOO. 
1 •K.0tF.A%:0TO(TOP-PA. )S.4 :A%!&EOO= 

A%!PA. :N. IMPA.=&EOOIMO. IMG.1001M 
2 'FX138, 0, 128 
3 END 

Note: This program was or iginally published in 
BEEBUG Vo/.4 No.5. 

10 REM Program Manic Mechanic 
20 REM Version B0.3 
30 REM Author Jonathan Temple 
40 REM BEEBUG Nov 1993 
50 REM Program subject to copyright 
60 : 

100 ON ERROR PROCerror 
ll O MODE 7 
120 PROCinit:PROCchars 
130 PROCenvs:PROCtitle 
140 REPEAT 
150 MODE 2:PROCsetvars 
160 REPEAT 
170 PROCreset 
180 REPEAT 
190 PROCscreen 
200 REPEAT 
210 PROC!nan: PROClift 
220 UNTIL E% 
230 IF E%=1 PROCkil led 
240 UNTIL Z%=0 OR E%>1 
250 IF E%=2 PROCnext 
260 UNTIL E%<>2 
270 PROCend 
280 MODE 7 
290 PROChall 
300 UNTIL FJI.LSE 
310 : 

1000 DEFPROOr,an 
1010 IFT%>0 T%=T%-1:VDU4:PRil'1ITAB(6,28) 

;T%; " ' :VDU5 EI.SE E%=1 
1020 A%:X%:B%=Y%:C%=V%:0%=W% 
1030 IFINKEY-56 PROCpause 
1040 G%=P0INT(X%+8,Y%-68) :H%:POINT(X%+4 

8, Y%-68) 
1050 IFINKEY-74 IFJ%+F%=0 IFG%+H%>0 J%= 

6:U%=(INKEY-98)- (INKEY-67) :SOUND 18,2, 10 
,5 
1060 IFJ% PROCjump:ENDPROC 
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1070 IFG%+H%=0 Y%=Y%-32:W%=W% EX)R l :F%= 
F%+1 :GOT01120 
1080 IFF% SOUND 17,l,l,l :SOUND 18,0,0,0 

:IFF%>3 E%=1 ELSE IFF% F%=FALSE 
1090 IFG%=8 OR H%=8 IFINKEY-98+INKEY-67 

:0 X%:X%+ (V%=225) *32-(V%=224) *32 :W%=W% E 
ORl :GOT01120 

1100 IFINKEY-98 IFP0INT(X%-8,Y%)<>l X%= 
X%-32:Y%=Y%-(POil'l1'(X%+24,Y%-32)=l)*32:W% 
:W% EX)R l :SOUND 18,-10 ,50,l:IFV%<>225 V% 
=225:W%=228 
1110 IFINKEY-67 IFPOINT(X%+72,Y%)<>1 X% 

=X%+32:Y%=Y%-(POINT(X%+40,Y%-32):1)*32:W 
%=W% EOR l:SOUND 18,-10,50, l :IFV%<>224 V 
%:224:W%=226 
1120 IFD%<>W% GCOL3,15:MOVE A%,B%:VDUC% 

, l 0,8,D%:M0VE X%,Y%:VDUV%,l0,8,W% 
1130 IFPOINT(X%,Y%-20)=3 IFX%MOD64=0 IF 

Y%MOD32=28 PROCspanner 
1140 ENDPROC 
1150 : 

' 1160 DEFPROCjump 
1170 X%:X%+A%(J%)*U%:Y%=Y%+B%(J%) 
1180 J%:J%-l:GCOL 3,15:MOVE A%,B% 
1190 VDUC%, 10,8,D%:MOVE X%,Y% 
1200 VDUV%,10,8,W% 
1210 IFY%M0D32=28 IFP0Ill1I'(X%+8,Y%-68)+P 

0INT(X%+48,Y%-68)>0 J%=0 
1220 IFP0INT(X%,Y%-20)=3 IFX%MOD64:0 IF 

Y%MOD32=28 PROCspanner 
1230 IF'U%=1 IFPOINT(X%+72,Y%-32)=1 U%=0 
1240 IF'U%=-1 IFP0INT(X%-8,Y%-32)=l U%=0 
1250 IFJ%=0 IFPOINT(X%+8,Y%-68)<1 IFPOI 

NT(X%+48,Y%- 68)<1 F%=1 
1260 ENDPROC 
1270 : 
1280 DEFPROCspanner 
1290 SOUND 17,4,100, l :K%=~%+1 
1300 IF K%=5 E%=2 
1310 L%=-l:REPEAT L%=L%+1 
1320 UNI'IL K%(L%, 1)*64=X% AND 1020-K%(L 

%,2)*32=Y% 
1330 K%(L%, 0)=TRUE:GCOL 3,3 
1340 MOVE X%,Y%:VDU230:PROCscore(lOO) 
1350 ENDPROC 
1360 : 
1370 DEFPROCpause • 
1380 REPEAT N%=GET AND &DF 
1390 IF N%:81 THEN *FX 210,l 
1400 IF N%=83 THEN *FX 210,0 
1410 UNTIL N%:67 OR N%=70 OR N%=82 
1420 IF N%=70 E%=3 EL.SE IF N%=82 E%=1 
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1430 ENDPROC 
1440 : 
1450 DEFPROClift 
1460 GCOL3,5:MOVE Q%,R%:VDU232,232 
1470 Q%=Q%+IX%:MOVE Q%,R%:VDU232,232 
1480 IFQ%=L1% OR Q%=L2% IX%=-I X% 
1490 ENDPROC 
1500 : 
1510 DEFPROCscore(N%) 
1520 S%=S%+N%:VDU4,l7,7,3l, 6,30 
1530 PRil'lI' LEFT$(•00000', 5-LEN(STR$(S%) 

) ) +S'l'R$ (S%) 
1540 VDU5 
1550 ENDPROC 
1560 : 
1570 DEFPROCkilled 
1580 Z%=Z%-l :S0UND 0,1,100,2 
1590 IF T%=0 VDU19,l,6;0;19,5,6;0 ;: Z%=0 
1600 Til•!E:0:REPEl>.T UNTIL TIME>l00 
1610 ENDPROC 
1620 : 
1630 DEFPROCend 
1640 *FX 15,0 
1650 VDU4,28,4,13,15,ll,12 ,26,5 
1660 PROl.."print("GAME OVER", 352,636,1,3) 
1670 TIME=O:REPEAT UNI'IL TIME>200 
1680 ENDPROC 
1690 : 
1700 DEFPROChall 
1710 N%=-l:FOR L%=7 TOO STEP -1 
1720 IF S%>S%(L%) N%=L% 
1730 NEXT 
1740 IF N%>-1 PROCcongrat s 
1750 PROCdisplay("Hall of Fame•) 
1760 PRINITAB(7,23);CHR$13l'f'ress SPACE 
BAR to play"; 
1770 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
1780 ENDPROC 
1790 : 
1800 DEFPROCnext 
1810 PROCscore(P%*250) :P%:P%+1 
1820 IF P%=5 Z%=Z%+1 
1830 IF P%:6 PROCcomplete 
1840 TIME=O:REPEAT UNI'IL TIME>200 
1850 ENDPROC 
1860 : 
1870 DEFPROCcoropl ete 
1880 PROCscore(Z%*500+T%):P%:1 
1890 SB%=SB%-250:T%=SB%:VDU19,8,0;0; 
1900 RESTORE 1960:N%=81:*FX 15,0 
1910 FOR L%:l TO 10:READ A%,D%:N%=N%+A% 
1920 SOUND l,- l0,N%,D% 
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1930 SOUND 2,- 5,N%+48,D%:NEXT 
1940 ENDPROC 
1950 : 
1960 DATA 0,4,8 ,4,8,4,4 ,4,8 ,8,- 12,8,4,8 

,- 12,8,8 ,8,-16,8 
1970 : 
1980 DEFPROCcongrats 
1990 LOC~L A%,1%,X%,Y% 
2000 FOR 1%=6 TON% STEP -1 
2010 S%(1%+1)=S%(1%) :H$(1%+l)=H$(1%) 
2020 NEXT 
2030 S%(N%)=S%:H$(N%)="" 
2040 PROCdisplay (•congratulations! ") 
2050 X%=&70:VDU 31,21,6 +N%*2 
2060 !&70:&200COA00:?&74=127:CAL1 &FFFl 
2070 H$(N%)=LEFT$($&A00, 12) 
2080 ENDPROC 
2090 : 
2100 DEFPROCdisplay(M$) 
2110 VDU12,31,4,6,136 
2120 PROClarge {5,0,131, "SCORES') 
2130 FOR L%:3 TO 4 
2140 PRIN'I'I'AB((40-LEN{M$})/2-3,L%);CHR$ 

141 ;CHR$134 ;M$ 
2150 NEXT 
2160 FOR L%=0 TO 7 
2170 PRIN'ITAB(5,6+L%*2);1%+1;" ";S% 

{1%) ;TAB(17, 6+L%*2); • ... ";H$(L%) 
2180 NEXT 
2190 ENDPROC 
2200 : 
2210 DEFPROCprint(T$,X,Y,A,B) 
2220 GCOL 0, A:t-KJVE x, Y: PRnrr T$ 
2230 GCOL 0,8:MOVE X-8,Y-4:PRINI' T$ 
2240 ENDPROC 
2250 : 
2260 DEFPROCsetvars 
2270 Z%:3:S%=0:P%=1:SB%=2000:T%:SB% 
2280 FOR L%=9 TO 15:VDU 19,L%,7;0; 
2290 NEXT 
2300 ENDPROC 
2310 : 
2320 DEFPROCreset 
2330 FOR L%=0 TO 4:K%(1%,0)=FAISE 
2340 NEXT:K%=0 
2350 ENDPROC 
2360 : 
2370 DEFPROCinit 
2380 DIM W$(2), A%{6), 8%{6) ,K% (4, 2). S%(7 

} ,H$(7) 
2390 C$=CHR$17 
2400 W${0}=CS+CHR$l+C$+CHR$13l+CHR$231 
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2410 W$(l}=C$+CHR$6+C$+CHR$132+CHR$232 
2420 W$(2}=C$+CHR$8+C$+CHR$128+CHR$233 
2430 RESTORE2510 
2440 FOR 1%:l TO 6:READ A%(L%),B%(1%} 
2450 NEXT 
2460 FOR 1%=0 TO 7 
2470 S%(L%)=4000-L%•500:READ H$(L%) 
2480 NEXT 
2490 ENDPROC 
2500 : 
2510 DATA 0,- 32,32,-32,32,0,32 ,0,32,32, 

0,32 
2520 DATA "THE KI!IX3', "ROCKY IV", 'JONATH 

AN', "DANGERMOOSE", "COMPO", "BEAVER", "PENF 
OLD', "JETSET WALLY" 
2530 : 
2540 DEFPROCscreen 
2550 VDU4, 12, 19,l,l;O;l9 , 5,5;0;19,8,6;0 

;23; 10,32;0;0;0; 
2560 PRINTTAB{l, 28) "TIME:" ;T%;TAB(13, 28 

} "LIVE.S: ";Z%-l' 'SCORE: "SPC{7) "SHEET:' ; P% 

2570 PROCscore(O):VDU4,17, 3 
2580 RESTORE 2950:IFP%>1 PROCread 
2590 READ N%,K$,Ll%,L2%,L3%,W$ 
2600 FOR 1%=0 TO 4 
2610 K%(L%, l):ASC{MID${K$,L%*2+1))-65 
2620 K%(L%,2)=ASC{MID${K$,L%*2+2)) -65 
2630 IFK%{L%,0)=FALSE VDU31,K%{1%,l ),K% 

{1%,2) , 230 
2640 NEXT 
2650 FOR L%=0 TO 24 STEP 24 
2660 PRINTTAB(0, L%) STRING$(20,W$(0)} 
2670 NEXT 
2680 FOR L%=1 TO 23 . 
2690 PRINTTAB(0,L%) W${0) ;TAB{l9,L%) W$ 

(0) 
2700 NEXT 
2710 FOR L%:l TO N%*4-3 STEP 4 
2720 A$:MID$(W$,1%,4) 
2730 Nl%=EVAL("&'+MID$(A$,3)) 
2740 N2%=Nl% AND31:N3%=Nl% AND32 
2750 N4%=(Nl% AND192}DIV64 
2760 D$="": IFN3% D$=CHR$(10) +CHR$(8) 
2770 PRIN'I'I'AB(ASC(A$)-65,ASC(MID${A$,2) 

)-65) STRING${N2%-L W$(N4%)+D$)+W$(N4%) 
2780 NEXT 
2790 IFP%=5 VDU17,4, 17,128,31,6,2,234,2 

35,10,8,8 ,17, 136,236,236 
2800 Q%=Ll%:R%:L3%:IX%:16 
2810 VDU17,7,17,128,5 
2820 GCOL3,5:MOVE Q%,R%:VDU232,232 
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2830 E%:FALSE:F%=FA1SE:J%=0 
2840 X%=128:Y%=956:V%=224:W%=226 
2850 GCOL3,15:MOVE X%,Y%:VDUV%,10,8,W% 
2860 PROCprint ( "MANIC MECHANIC", 192,188 

,4,6) 
2870 ENDPROC 
2880 : 
2890 DEFPROCread 
2900 FOR L%=1 TO P%-l 
2910 READ N%,K$,Ll%, L2%,L3%,W$ 
2920 NEXT 
2930 ENDPROC 
2940 : 
2950 DATA 25,SHCIPLCRSW,320,832,604 
2960 DATA BE03HE03ME44FF41SF01NH23FI02Q 

I02GJ02KJ41DK01QJ03BL03BM03RM01BN04PN01S 
P01PR42ES41HS25KS83CT81RU02BX10 
2970 DATA 32,QGSKCQCUSV,192,640,636 
2980 DATA CE01FE82JE81ME86SG22RH01CI41F 

I82JI81MI08BL01MM41PM81SM01RP42DQ01MQ84B 
R01DR02BS45IS01HT03QT820T01HU04NU42CX01H 
V05FW08RW01EXOAQX03 
2990 DATA 25,PCBSBMDTRS,384,896,668 
3000 DATA CE42GE84PE41MF01BI01HI0CBJ02E 

K81QL41SN01B001C081R002BP02FP8~JP01JQ030 
R42BU24PU83CV23HV82LU82DW22EX2l 
3010 DATA 27,FGBILQBTPV,416,800,572 
3020 DATA BE23CE22DE01GE88QE42SH01EI83J 

I41MI83RI02QL81BK27CL25DM23EN01Q0020R84L 
S01GT81KT03EU81JU04SU01BV02IV05IW05IX0B 
3030 DATA 35,ICRJJUBVRV,256,640;412 
3040 DATA FB2DCE41GE03LE810E83PG81BH41E 

H41JH84GI41DK41IK840L41BM25GM01RM41GN02K 
023CP22DQ01LQ01MQ82QQ41SS41MI'01PT81MU02E 
V23HV23MV03DW22IW01LW05CX03IX09 
3050 : 

2 

3060 DEFPROCchars 
3070 VDU23,224,48,56,48,48,32,48 ,40,40 
3080 VDU23,225,12,28,12,i2,4, 12,20,20 
3090 VDU23,226,40,56,40,48,32,32,32,48 
3100 VDU23,227,40,56,40,48,40,168,200,l 

3110 VDU23,228,20,28,20,12,4 ,4, 4,12 
3120 VDU23,229,20,28,20,l2,20,21,19,48 
3130 VDU23,230,0,0 ,195,126,126,195,0,0 
3140 VDU23,231,223,223,223,0,-5, -5,-5,0 
3150 VDU23,232,0,-l,~28,65,34,20,8, -1 
3160 VDU23,233,-1,-l,l 27,110,98,32,32, 0 
3170 VDU23,234,0,0,0,3,6 3,127;225,237 
3180 VDU23,235,0,0,0,228,242,- 3,-4,-2 
3190 VDU23,236,-l, -l ,153,-l, 153,-l,153 , 

-1 
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3200 ENDPROC 
3210 : 
3220 DEFPROCenvs 
3230 ENVELOPE 1,1,o,o,o,o,0,0,90,-1, -2, 

-3,97,97 
3240 ENVELOPE 2,133,8,4,8,3,1 ,l, 126,0,0 

, -10,80, 0 
3250 ENVELOPE 3,3, - l ,-1, - 1,70,50,l,100, 

-1, -1,-10,1 01,5 
3260 ENVELOPE 4, 133,8,4,8,3,1,1,126,0,0 

, - 10, 126, 0 
3270 ENDPROC 
3280 : 
3290 DEFPROCtitle 
3300 VDU 23;10,32;0;0;0; 
3310 FOR L%=1 TO 5 
3320 PROClarge(L%'7-6, l, 129,MID$( "MANIC 

",L%,l)) 
3330 NEXT 
3340 PROClarge(l,4,131,·MECHANIC') 
3350 PRINT'TAB(9) ;CHR$134; "by Jonathan 

Temple" 
3360 PRINT'' ' "ERRORThe keys to use are 

as follows:"" "LINE'Z' and ·x· to go lef 
t and r ight, " ' "LINEand the Return key to 
jump . • • ' 
3370 PRINT"'MODPress any key to start . • 

:IFGET 
3380 ENDPROC 
3390 : 
3400 DEFPROClarge(V%,W%,C%,M$) 
3410 LOCAL A%,B%,L%,M%,5%,X%,Y% 
3420 FOR L%=1 TO LEN(M$) 
3430 ?&70:ASC(MID$(M$,L%)):?&79:0 
3440 X%=&70:Y%=0:A%=10:CALL &FFFl 
3450 FOR Y%=0 TO 6 STEP 3 
3460 VDU 31,V%,W%+Y%/3 
3470 IF L%=1 VDU C%+16, 154 
3480 FOR X%=0 TO 6 STEP 2:S%=160 
3490 FOR Z%=0 TO 2:M%:?(&71+Y%+Z%) 
3500 A%=4AZ%:B%=2A(Z%•3J- (Z%=0) 
3510 IF (M% AND 2A(7-X%)) S%=S%+A% 
3520 IF (M% AND 2A(6-X%)) S%=S%+B% 
3530 NEXT:VDU 5%:NEXT, 
3540 V%=V%+4-2*(L%=1):NEXT 
3550 ENDPROC 
3560 : 
3570 DEF PROCerror 
3580 MODE7:REPORT:PRIN'I" at l ine ";ERL 
3590 *FX15,l 
3600 END 
3610 ENDPROC [;} 
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Census (Part 4) 
Paul Goldsmith rounds off his suite of census programs with a cross 

tabulation facility . 

Having collected your data and looked at 
the frequency dis tributi ons of the 
answers, yo u can get even more out of 
your survey by cross tabulating the 
responses to one set of questions against 
another. You might look at age against the 
sort of goods bought, or origin against the 
amount spent. With, say, 10 questions on 
the form it wou ld be possible to make 45 
cross tabulations, although not all of them 
will be meaningful. 

The program CROSSDU is listed below 
and does the necessary maths, enter it, 
add the procedures windowl, 2 and 3, t 
and blue from the first article (BEEBUG 
July) then save it under the same name. 
It can now be selected from the Analysis 
Menu option 3 and will create up to 5 
cross tabulations at a time. 

The program first asks for a character to 
distinguish a new set. This character must 
be one which can be included in a file 
name for the disc filing system such as A, 
B, C, 1, 2, 3, etc. Upper and lower case 
letters are treated the same as is usual. 
The results are saved as <Code>DA + the 
distingui shing charact er. In the examp le 
we have been working on this will be 
SHOPDAA if the distinguishing character 
is 'A'. The program then asks for the 
number of cross tabulations you want to 
include in the set; you can have up to 5. 
The next screen asks for the Independent 
(across the page) question number for the 
first cross tabulation, and then when this 
has been entered the Dependent (down 
the page) ques tion number. You will then 
be asked for the next pair and so on until 
the entries are complete. 
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Next, the program reads the records and 
calculates the results for the selection, 
keeping you informed by displaying the 
record numbers as it does so; missing 
records are sk ipped. When the 
calculations are complete and saved a 
beep indicates this and a message 
confirms comp letion. 

You will be returned to the Analyse 
Menu where you may make another 
selection with a different distinguishmg 
character, again using option 3. 
However, it is more likely that you will 
want to see the results of the first one by 
se lecting option 4 from Analyse to 
display the results. To use this you ·need 
to type in the second program, 
CROSSDI, as listed below. Again you 
need to add the procedures as above 
and, again, it must be saved under the 
name CROSSDI. 

The Cross Tabulation Display Menu first 
asks for the character which 
distinguishes the set of cross tabulat ions. 
When loaded the menu displays the 
question numbers and the keys 'A' to 'E'. 
First select the one required by pressing 
one of these then 'F' or 'G' to view on 
the screen or for a print out. The screen 
display as included in the program only 
gives an idea of the results. If you are 
lucky enough to have a B+ or a Master 
some minor alterations to the program to 
alter the modes can enable you to use 
MODE O or 128. If you have OVERVIEW, 
inserting a line with *WIDE before the 
mode change will enable even more to 
be included on the screen. The program 
adjusts the printed output on an Epson 
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compatible pr inter to fit an A4 page. The 
results include the coincident totals, the 
totals across, down , the grand total and 
the percentages of the totals across, down 
and of the grand total. 

I have writ ten the program so that the 
percen tage of each result is calculated in 
relation to the total of responses across, 
down and of the grand total. It must be 
understood that these do not add up to 
100% in cases where respondents have 
given more than one reply to a question 
or have not replied to a quest ion. 

The Census Suite of Programs has been 
used on a numb er of occasion s over 
several year s for practical research , 
particularly in the field of ascertaining the 
needs of the elderly in the community. It is 
flexible enough to be adapted for virtually 
any questionnaire and, since the data is in 
a simp le and uncomp licated form its 
manipulation in standard sp readsh eet 
packages is very easy. I hope you find 
many good uses for it. 

10 REM Program Crossdi 
20 REM Versi on B 1.0 
30 REl-1 Author Paul Goldsmi t h 
40 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
50 REM Program Subject to Copyr ight 
60 : 

100 ONERROR VDU7:REPORT:PRINT" at l ine 
"ERL:END 

110 VDU26: PR0Ccode:DIMZ%(5, H%, H%), T% (J 
%),A%(J%), QI%(5),QD%(5),A$(J%,H%),SI%(H% 
) ,SD%(H%J 

120 VDU15, 26:MODE 135:PR0Ct( 3," Crosst a 
bula tio n Disp lay•) :REM MODE 7 for BBC B 

130 PRil'l!TAB(3, 20)"AND PRESS RETURN' :P 
RINTTAB(10,6) 'SELECTI0N OF SURVEY"TAB(l3 
,7); 'AND BASIC DATA" 

140 PR0Cgetparam:*FX202, 32 
150 INPU'ITAB(3,14)"IYpe t he character 

which' 'TAB(3, 15) "dist ingui shes the cross 
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tab "S$: IF 5$="" GO'fO 150 
160 PROChead 
170 PROCget 
180 : 
190 REM MENU********* 
200 PROCwindowl: CLS: PRINTTAB (5, 0); "CRO 

SSTABULATION SELECTION" 
210 FORQ%=l'Il'.l Numb%:PRIN'I'I'AB(3,Q%+l);Q 

I% (Q%)TAB(l 0,Q%+1) ; 'by "TAB( 15, Q%+1) ;QD% ( 
Q%)TAB(30,Q%+l) ;CHR$(Q%+64) :NEXT:Q%=0 

220 PRil'l!TAB(3,8) ; "Single crosstab to 
scree n• ;TAB(30, 8); ' F" 

230 PRINI'I'AB(3, 9 J; "Single cross tab to 
printer 'TAB(30, 9) ; ' G" 

240 PRIN'ITAB(3,10) ; "All crosstabs top 
rinter "TAB(30, 10); "H" 

2?0 PRINTTAB(3, 11) ; "Quit"TAB(30, 11) ; "I 

260 PRIN'1TAB(3, l2) ; "Anot her selection 
?' TAB(30, 12); 'J " 

270 PRINTI'AB(3, 14)'Se l ect Crosstab t he 
n option " 

280 *FX15,l 
290 A=GET 
300 IF A>74 OR A<65 VDU7:GOTO 280 
310 IF A<70 K%=A-64:QI%=QI%(K%) :QD%=QD 

%(K%) 
320 IF A:70 AND K%>0 N%=K%:GO'K> 390 
330 IF A:71 AND K%>0 N%=K%:PROCprin t 
340 IF A=72 PROCprin t 
350 IF A=73 THEN CHAIN"ANALYSE" 
360 IF A=74 RUN 
370 IF K%=0 VDU7 :PRINTTAB(2, 20) "Select 

crosstab fi rst ' :TIME=O :REPEA'IUNTILTIME 
=100 

380 GOTO 190 
390 t.VDE4 : PROCdisplay : MODE 7 : PROCt ( 3, ' 

Crossta bulation Display') :GOTO 190:REM m 
odes 128 and 135 for Master 

400 END 
410 : 

1000 DEF PROCguest 
1010 ONERROROFF:B=OPENIN G$:PR0Cefile (B 

,G$) 
1020 INPUT#B,Head$,Q%:FOR X%=1 TO Q%:IN 
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PUTIIB,T%:A%(X%)=T%:FORY%=0 TO A%(X%) :INP 
UT#B,A$(X%,Y%):NEXT:NEXT 
1030 CLOSE#B:ENDPRCC 
1040 : 
1050 DEF PROCcode 
1060 ONERROROFF: C%=0PENIN"CODE" : PRCCef i 

le (C%, "CODE") 
1070 INPUT#C%,F$,J%,H%,Rrll:lx% 
1080 D$=F$+"DA":H$=F$+"HED":G$=F$+"QUE• 

:Code$=F$+"****" :P$:F$+"PAR" 
1090 CLOSE#C%:ENDPROC 
1100 : 
1110 DEF PROChead 
1120 ONERROROFF:C%=0PENINH$:PROCefile(C 

%,H$) 
1130 INPUT#C%,Head$,J% 
1140 FORT%=l'IDJ% 
1150 INPUT#C%,A%(T%) 
1160 FORY%=0TOA%(T%):INPUT#C%,A$(T%,Y%) 
117 0 NEXT: NEXT 
1180 FORT%=1TOJ%:A%(T%}:A%(T%)-D%:NEXT 
1190 CWSEfiC% 
1200 ENDPROC 
1210 : 
1220 DEF PROCget 
1230 E$:D$+S$ 
1240 ONERROROFF:C%=0PENINE$:PROCefil e(C 

%,E$) 
1250 INPUT#C%,Nurnb%:FORQ%:lTONurnb%:INPU 

T#C%,QI%(Q%),Q0%(Q%) 
1260 FORY%=1TOH% 
1270 FORX%=1TOH% 
1280 INPUT#C%,Z%(Q%,X%,Y%) 
1290 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT 
1300 CWSE#C% 
1310 ENDPROC. 
1320 : 
1330 DEF PROCcalc 
1340 FORY%=1TOA%(QD%J :FORX%=1TOA%(QI%) 
1350 SI%(X%)=SI%(X%)+Z%(N%,X%,Y%):SD%(Y 

%) =SO% (Y%) +Z% (N%, X%, Y%) 
1360 NEXT:NEXT 
1370 Tot%=0 
1380 FORX%=1 TO A%(QI%):Tot%=Tot%+SI%(X 

%) :NEXT 
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1390 VDU7 
1400 ENDPROC 
1410 : 
1420 DEF PROCdi splay 
1430 IF A%(QI%)>14 BIG=TRUE ELSE BIG=FA 

LSE 
1440 : 
1450 PROCcalc:@%=&00008:IF BIG=TRUE @%= 

&00006 
1460 VDU14:PRINT'TAB(2);Head$'TAB(5);F$ 

; " CENSUS" 'TAB(3); "CROSS TAB Q ";QI%;• 
BY Q • ;QD%;TAB(3) ;A$(QI%, 0) ; " BY ";A$(QD 
%, OJ: PRINTTAB(3); "Number of fonns return 
ed • ;Forms% 
1470 PRINTTAB(3) "u:>West Form number • ; 

Start%:PRINTTAB(3) "Highest Form number " 
;End% 
1480 PRINTTAB(2); :PRCCdate 
1490 IF BIG PRINT' :PRINTI'AB(l3);: FORX%= 

!TOA% (QI%) :PRINT X%; :NEXT:PRINT" • 
1500 IF NOT BIG PRINT' :F0RX%:1T0A%(QI%) 

: PRINTTA8(7+8*X%) ;A$( (QI%) ,X%); :NEXT: PRI 
NT" " 
1510 FORY%=1TOA%(QD%) 
1520 PRINT'TAB(2) ;A$(QD%, Y%) ;TAB(l2);": 

"; : FORW%=1TO .A% (QI%) : PRINTZ% (N%, W%, Y%);: 
NEXT:PRINTSD%(Y%) :PRINT' • 
1530 IF BIG @%=&20105 ELSE @%=&20107 
1540 PRINTTAB(ll ); •a :"; :FORW%=1TO A% (QI 

%) :IF SD%(Y%) PRINT100*Z%(N%,W%,Y%)/SD% 
(Y%); "%'; ELSE PRINI' 0; '%'; 
1550 NEXT 
1560 IF S0%(Y%) PRINT 100*SD%(Y%)/Tot%; 

"%"; ELSE PRINT O; "%"; :PRINT" • 
1570 PRINITAB(ll ) ; 'd: "; :FORW%:1TO A%(QI 

%) :IF SI%(W%) PRINT100*Z%(N%,W%,Y%)/SI%( 
W%); "%"; ELSE PRINT 0;"%"; 

1580 NEXT: PRINT" " 
1590 PRINTTAB(ll ); •t: "; :FORW%=1TO A%(QI 

%) :IF Tot% PRINT 100*Z%(N%,W%,Y%)/Tot%;' 
%"; ELSE PRINT 0; "%'; 
1600 NEXT: PRINT' " 
1610 IF BIG @%=&00006 ELSE @%=&00008 
1620 NEXT 
1630 PRINI"TAB(l2);:FOR X%=1TOA%(QI%) :P 

continued on page 46 
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~il)lh'!@filf!fi®m!3 ll )])fl.oo ... . e BusINBSS GRAPmcs - for producing graphs. charts and diagrams .. 
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"1" . 
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VID EO C ArALOO UER • cata logue and print labels for your video 
cassettes 
Pe o NE BooK • an on -screen telephone book which can be easily 
edited a nd updated 
PER SONALISED LETTER-B EADINGS • desi gn a StyUsh logo for your 
leucr heads 
APPOINTMENTS D IARY · a computeri sed appointments diary 
MAP!'IMG TIIB BRmsll lSU!S · draw a map of the Brlush Isles a t 
any Sl1'..e 
SltLECTIVE B UEDD<G - a s uperb graphical d isplay of se lecuve 
breeding of lnsects 
TH2 E.\RTII FROM S PACE - draw a picture of the Earth as seen 
from any point ln space 

PERso NAUS ED ADDRESS BooK • on -screen address and phone book 
PAGE DESIGNER · a page-making package for Epson compatib le pr inters 
W ORLD BY N1Gt1T AND DAY - a display of th e world showtng n ight and day for any t lme and date of tbe year 

lFID!@ ~~ ~ £Jll1 
(DlJl aln<i Ill!ll(C mfiCDll'II> SlJiliil. ~ £ll1Dlbll1m.c8<fi<K, 

by David Spencer and Mike Wlll1iims 

Computers are often used for Ille han dling app lications yet this Is a subject 
which computer users find difficul t when It comes to developing their own 
programs. File Handling for AU alms to change that by provtcllng an extensive 
and comprehensive Introduction to the writing of file handling programs with 
particular. reference to Basic. 
File Handling for All. wri tten by highly e,cperlenced authors and programme rs David , 
Spencer and Mike Williams . offers 144 pages of text supported by many useful program 
listings. It Is aimed at Bas ic programmers. beginners and advanced users, and anybody Interested In F'Ue Handling 
and Databases on the Beeb and the Arc. However. all th e Ille handling concept~ discussed are relevant to most 
computer systems , making th is a suitable tnu-.xlucuon to file handllng for all . 
The book starts wtth an lntroducuon to the basic prtnclplcs of file handling. and In the followtng chapters develops 
an In-depth look at the handling of different types of files e.g. sertal files . Indexed files. dtrcct access flies. and 
searching and sorting. A separate chapter Is devoted to h1erarchlcal and relallona:I database design. and the book 
concludes wtth a chapter of pyactlcal advlcc on how best to develop ftle handUng pr ograms . 

The topics covered by the book Include : 
Card Index Files , Seria l Files. File Headers, Disc and Record Buffering . Using Pointers, 
Indexing Files. Searching Techniques, Hashing Functions. Sorting Method~. 
Testing and Debugging, Networking ConOlcts, File System Calls 

The associated disc contalns complete working programs based on the routines descnbed In th e book and a copy of 
Filer, a full-fcalure Database program originally pubUshed ln 8EE8UG magazine. 

m:. .. "'U,ltll - UN Utt IUI ''·Lt l!:1~.~ •• c!!!~:"' ul~J·' 

ai~ 
ASTAAD (80 track DFSI 
Appllcatlona U (80 track DFSI 
Appllcatloaa I Dlac (40/801' DFS) 
General UUli tlea Dtac (40/80T DFSI 
Arcade GtllDea (40/80 track DFSI 
Board Games (40/80 track DFS) 

Stock Code Price 
1407a £5 .95 
1411a . £4 .00 
1404a £4 .00 
1405a £4.00 
PAOia £5.95 
PBOla £5 .95 

£§'fr~ 
Enhanced ASTAAD CAD program for the 
Master, offering the following features: 

* fu ll mouse and Joystick control 

* built -in prtnte r dump 

* s peed Imp rovement 

* STEAMS Image manip ulator 

* Keys trlps for ASTAAD and STEAMS 

* Comprehensive use r guide 

* Sample picture flies 

ASTAAD (3.5" ADFS) 
Applicati on• n 13.S" ADFS) 
Application • I Disc 13.5" ADFSI 
General Utllitlea Disc 13.5" ADFSJ 
Arcade GtllDea (3.5" ADFS) 
Board Gemes 13.5" ADFS) 

Stock Code Price 
1408a £5 .95 
1412a £4.00 
1409a £ 4.00 
1413a £ 4.00 
PAC2a £5.95 
PBC2a £5.95 

All prices includ e VAT w here appro~ ria. te . For p& p see Membership page. 

RISC Developments Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts ALI 4JS . 



SOLITAIR£ - an elegan t lmp lementat1on of 1hls ancien t and fasc:Jna t1ng 
one-player game. and a oomplcte soluUon for those who arc una ble to 
find It for thcms<:lves. 

Rou. OP HONOUR - Soore as many poin t$ as pooslble by th roW1ng the 
ftve dice ln thJs on .. screen version of "Yaht.1.e·. 
PATtl NCE • a very addJcUve vers ion of one of Lhe o)desl an d most 
papu lar galllC$ of Patience. 

ElzvBNSES - another popular vei-slon of PaUe:ilce - Jay down cards on 
the table In three by three grid and s tart tumtng them over unul they 
add up to eleven. 

CRIBBAGE - an authentic lmplementaUon of th is very tradl uonal car d 

-· . .. .. 

• •••• 
game for two. where the object ts to score points for vario us oombina ttons and seq uences of cards. 

Tw!DD L! - a close relauve of Sam U/Jyd's slld!ng block puzzle and Rubik's cube, where you have to move numbers roun d a 
grid to match a pattern. 

CBJNESE CBE9U BRS - a tra dJUonal board game for two players, where the object Is to move your counters. follOWlng a 
pattern . and occu py the opponent's field. 

ACES HIOH - another addlc Uve game of PaUcnce. where the object Is to remove the card• from the tBble and fln1"h With the 
aces a t th e head of each column. 

CR088WORD EDrroR • for d es igning, editing and so lving 
crosswor ds 
MONTHLY l>Es& DIARY • a rnont h •to-vtew ca lendar which can also 
be printed 
30 LANDSCAPE8 - ge nera tes three dimens ional landscapes 
REAL Tum CLOCK - a rea l time d 1g1tal alarm clock displayed on 
che sc reen 
RUNNING FOUR TEKPERATURES - calJb rates and plots up to fou r 
tcmperat ure:s 
JuLJA Sers - fas cLnatlng extensio ns of the Mande lb ro t set 
FoR.&!GN LANGUAGE TESTER • foreign char-d e ter definer an d 
language tes ter 

SHARE lll'VESTOR - assists decLston ma k Lng when b uy ing and selling shares 
LABEL PRocllSSOR - fo r des tgnu,g and p rtnung labe ls on Epoon com pati ble prin ters 

GEORGE AND '1'112 DRAGON - Rescue 'tUdcous llilda ' from U,c flames 
of U,c dragon. bu t beware the Oy1ng arrows and the moving holes on 
U,e floor. 

EBONY CASTLE ~ You . Lhc leader of a sec re t b and . have bee n 
captu red and lh rown In U,c dun geons of the Infamous Ebony Castle . 
Can yo u esca pe ba ck to the coun trys ide. flgbu ng off the dea dly 
sp iders oo lhe way and collecung the kt-ys nea:ssary to unlock U,e 
coloured doors? 

KNIOBT QUEST - You are a Knight on a quest to find the Jost crown. 
hidden deep In the n llns of a weird eas lJc Inha bited by dan!,'Cf'Jus 
moosters and protec ted by a greedy gu ardi an . 

PITFALL Ptn-e • C<>llecl all U,c diamonds on the screen. but try not to 
u-~p yourse lf wh en you dislodge the ma ny boulders on your way. 

BUILDER Bos • Bob ls trap ped on the bottom of a b.ufldlng lha fs being demolished. Can you he lp him build his way out? 

M!NEPU:LD - t'ln d your way through Ibis grid and try 10 defuse the mines before they explode, but beware the monsters 
which Increasi ngly hinder you r pr ogress . 

MANIC MECBANIC • Try 10 collect all U,c spann ers and reach the broken -down generat or, before the factory freezes up . 

QUAD • You w111 have ho urs of en tertainment trying i-0 get all these dUTcrcnl shapes to Ot. 

StoctCode 
File Handling !or All Book B K02b 
File Handling for All Disc (40/ SOT DFS) .BK05 a 
Joint Offer boot and cllsc (40 / SOT DFS) BK04 b 

Price 
£9.95 
£4 .75 

Stock Code Price 

Magacan (40 DFSJ 00 0 5a 
Magscan (SOT DFS) 0006a 
Magscan (3.5 " ADFS) 1457a 

£ 11.95 
£9.95 
£9 .95 
£9 .95 

File Handling !or All Disc (3.5" ADFS I 
Joint Offer boot and cllsc (3.5 " ADFS) 
Magscan Upgrade (40 DFS) 
'Magscan Upgrade (SOT DFS) 
Megscan Upgrade· (3.5" ADFS) 

AU prices include VAT where appropriate . For p&p see Membership page. 

Tel. (0727) 840303 Fax . (0727) 860263 

BK07a 
BK06b 
OOl !a 
OO!Oa 
1458a 

£ 4.75 
£ 11.95 

£ 4.75 ' 
£ 4.75 
£4.75 



Wordwise User 's Notebook : 
On the Transfer List 

David Polak shows how to create strings in Basic for use in 
Wordwise Plus. 

Basic programs often produce some 
output which can be used in other 
environments such as Wordwise Plus . 
The •spool facility can be helpful in 
solving the rroblem of how to transfer 
the materia . One alternative method 
was discussed in Wordwise User's 
Notebook in BEEBUG Vol. 11 No.6 . 
Another possibility is to include the 
material to be transferred in a form 
which can be loaded into a Wordwise 
Plus Segment, and to read it selective ly 
into the Wordwise Plus text. 

XBasWW+ 
The XBasWW+ program listed here 
enables up to ten quite long strings, i.e. 
phrases, numbers or a mixture, prepared 
in Basic, to be sorted if required, and 
automatically transferred to a Segment in 
Wordwise Plus from which they can be 
called as needed. 

OPERATION 
Type in the Basic program XBasWW+ and 
save it. Prepare the !BOOT and the !B 
sequences as shown; these can be typed in 
Wordwise Plus and saved as !BOOT and 
!B respectively, or by using the *BUILD 
method. Don't forget *OPT 4 3 to enable 
the !BOOT routine . Go to Wordwise Plus, 
type and save the SEG2 program. 

Now from the Wordwise Plus menu, or 
from Basic, invoke XBasWW+ by *EXEC 
!B. Choose the number of phrases in 
response to the request. Ente r each 
phrase and press Return. When all have 
been entered the program automatically 
takes you into Wordwise Plus and loads 
Segments O and 2. Type a few sentences 
and save them from the Wordwise Plus 
menu as "text". 

Segment O now holds the st ring s (each 
w ith an ident ifi cation letter), while 
Segment 2 holds the Wordwise P lus 
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program SEG2 which operates when 
called . Do this by keying Shift-f2. 

On request, identify a string by letter, 
which when keyed brings you back to 
TEXT with the st ring inserted at the 
cursor and followed by a space. Should 
your identifier be outside the range, the 
"sorry" section of SEG2 brings you back 
to TEXT with the message "Press 
<DELETE>". Yes, you can call the 
identifier by upper or lower case letter, 
and thank you to Mr. Toad for that! 

RANGE 
As presented, 10 s tring s can be 
displayed. Should you wish to have 
more than 26 strings, they will be 
distinguished by both upper and lower 
case and other, st range, identifiers. Also 
you wiJI need to modify the program to 
display more than ten strings . 

QUOTATION MARKS 
These can be omitted at the start and end 
of the string unless you require the string 
to begin with one or more spaces or to 
end with more than one. 

SORTING 
A choice is given between alphabetical 
and numerical sorting. A screen warning 
is given to avoid using numerical sorting 
which rubs out alphabetical str ings. 

BOOT TO RE-USE STORED STRINGS 
The strings are held in file "Z" and will 
remain on disc to be called up using 
Shift-Break. If you wish to make another 
set of strings, then BEFORE doing so, 
rename the file for example: 
RENAME Z STRING! 

and recall when required with: 
RENAME STRING! Z 

otherwise Z will be overwritten and lost 
when you use !B. Use "EXEC !B to 
prepare a new set of strings. 
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!BOOT 
RB,1. ... . !BOC/1' 
*WORD. :SEL.SEG.0 
:LOAD TEXT "Z" 
:SEL.SEl3.2 
: LOAD TEXT "SEG2" 
: $EL .TEXT 
: LOAD TEXT "t est " 
:DIS. 

!B 
REM ..... !B 
*B. 
CH . "XBasWW+ " 

sro2 
REM .... . sro2 
SEL.Sro. o 
C.T . 
DIS. 
P . " Select the Key-le tter• 
REM alternativ ely Q$=GCK$+"} " 
Q$:CHR$ (ASC GCK$ AND &OF}+" } " 
C.T. 
FIND Q$ 
IF EOT THEN roro sor ry 
C.RIGHT 3 
Q$:GLT$ 
SEL.TEXT 
TYPE Q$ 
DISP. 
END 

.sorry 
SEL.TEXT 
DIS . 
TYPE" ~· 
VDU 7,31, 1,0 
P .• Character "+QS,"is NO'l' R:OCOGNISED 
vcu 132,157, 134 
P. " . . . . . Press <DELETE> " 

10 REM Program XBasWW+ 
20 REM vers ion B. l 
30 REM Author David Polak 
40 REM For ADFS only 
50 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
60 REM Program subject to Copyright 
70 : 

100 M0DE7 
llO PROCnumber 
120 PROCcontents 
: 30 PROCsort 
140 PROCsoool 
150 oscu· · ·::x . •BOOT" 
160 END 
170 : 
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1000 DEF PROCnumber 
1010 PRitn:CHR$(131) ; :INPUT" How many St 

:ings? "X% 
1020 DIMA$(X%) ,A!X%) 
1030 ENDPROC 
1040 : 
1050 DEF PROCcontents 
1060 FOR X:l TO X% 
1070 PRIN1'"Number " ;X; " pl ease:- • 
1080 INPUTAS (Xl 
1090 NEXT 
1100 FOR X:lTO X%: PRHll'A$(X) :NEXT 
1110 ENDPROC 
1120 : 
1130 DEF PROCsort 
1140 REPEAT 
1150 PRINT' CHR$ (131) ; "SORT THESE?"; 
1160 IF FNagree:FALSE ENDPROC 
1170 PRIITTCHRS(l31) ; "SORT ALPHABETIC.b.LL 

Y?"; 
1180 IF FNagree:TRUE PROCstringSort ELS 

E PROCnumSort 
1190 FOR X=lTO X%: PRI!>1l'A$(X) :NEXT 
1200 !?RINI'"»> OK?" ;: UNTIL FNagree:TRU 

E 
1210 ENDPROC 
1220 : 
1230 DEF PROCstringSort 
1240 REPEAT :F:0 
1250 FOR X=lTOX%- l 
1260 IFA$( X)>A$(X+ll :TS:AS(X) :AS(X)=AS( 

X+l) :A$( X+l) =TS:F:i 
1270 NEX'l' 
1280 UNTIL F'=O 
1290 ENDPROC 
1300 : 
1310 DEF PROCnumSort 
1320 PRHl!"CHR$( 129) ; "NB ' NUMERICAL SOR 

T' DELETES l«lRDS" 
1330 PRUll''CHRS(l3l) ; "Answer 'Y ' for Nu 

merical Sort" ; 
1340 IF FNagree=FALSE ENDPROC 
1350 FORX:!TOX%:A{X)=VAL(AS(X)) :NEXT 
1360 REPEAT :F=O 
1370 FOR X:1TOX%-l 
1380 I FA(X)>A{X+ll :T=A(X) :.~(X): A(X+l) :A 

(X+l):T : F:l 
1390 NEXT 
1400 UNTIL F=O 
1410 F'ORX=lTOX%:A$ (X) : STR$ (A(X) I :NEXT 
1420 ENDPROC 
1430 : 
1440 DEF PROCspool 
1450 *SP.Z 
1460 PRIITT"": PRINT"" 
1470 FOR X=lTO X% 
1480 PRINJ' CHR$ (X+64) ; " )" ;A$ (X) :NEXT 
1490 •sp . 
1500 ENDPROC 
1510 : 
1520 DEF FNagree 
1530 PRINJ' CHRS (134) ; • Y/N ": IF CHRS (AS 

C GETS AND &DF} :"Y" :TRIJE ELSE=FALSE I;} 
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r Procedures· and Functions 
Marshal Anderson serves up a dish of these delights. 

'-COUrSe ., Basic is chock full 
of very wonderfu l 

commands, and BBC Bas ic is 
particu larly blessed, but it can't provide 
everything you need in the form of a 
simple command word . Take INPUT for 
example; this is quite a sophisticated 
command, you can ad d a text message 
to it, it gives the user access to the 
screen editor, and it returns a string or 
number that you can use in the 
program. Unfortu nate ly, you usually 
want more than that, you may want to 
accept only num bers, str ings of a certain 
length , convert the input to capitals and 
so on. 

One of the purposes of func tions and 
proced ures is to let you write your own 
commands that do exactly what you 
wan t and can be used at any time. Let's 
start by looking at the technicalities. A 
procedure is a section of code that is 
given a labe l o r name that looks like 
this: 

100 DEF PROChello 

You can read this as 'defi ne a p roced ure 
called hello'. Having given it a label you 
can now put in your code; just to ge t 
going add: 

110 PRINT "Hell o" 

Having added the code we need to finish 
off with: 

120 ENDPROC 

You can read this as 'end procedure'. 
Now add the following code (this would 
be pa rt of your 'main' program): 
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10 PROChello 
20 END 

When you rw, the program you will get 
'Hello' on the screen . What's happening 
is that PROChello tells Basic to branch to 
that procedure from line 10, execute the 
code within the procedure, and then 
re tu rn to the point from which it 
branched. Okay, not too spectacula r, but 
the poin t is that you have given Basic a 
new command. 

To digress for a moment and talk about 
s tyle, you' ll note that I've used lower 
case for the procedure name (DEF PROC 
must be in capita ls and there mustn't be 
a space af ter PROC). This is for 
readability, helping the name of the 
procedure stand out and is good practice 
(and you know it). Also, you cannot 
have spaces in a proced ure name . 

Your new command, however, can be a 
lot more comp lex than this example; the 
code can be as long as you like, and there 
are no restrictions as to the contents of a 
proced ure with one single exception: for 
a reason no one has ever satisfacto rily 
explained, you canno t use the MODE 
command within a procedure. 

GETTING CLEVER 
There are a couple of extra goodies that 
can help make your procedures even 
more powe rful. The fir s t is passing 
parameters. You can follow your initial 
labelling of a p ro ced ure with a list of 
paramete rs that w ill have values passed 
to them; try this: 

10 PROCmulti( "+', 5) 
20 STOP 
100 DEF PR0Crnult i (A$,N%) 
110 FOR X%=1 TON% 
120 PRINT A$;" "; 
130 NEXT 
140 PRINT 
150 ENDPROC 
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Here the definition of the procedure 
PROCmulti has two parameters attached 
to it; A$ and N%, separated by a comma. 
When the procedure is called (line 10) the 
parameters are replaced by value s (called 
arguments) in the brackets following the 
call. These arguments must match the 
types the procedure expects from its 
definition or you will get the error 
'Arguments at line .. .' PROCmulti takes a 
string and prints it out a number of times. 
The string and the number of times it is 
printed will depend on the arguments 
you provide when you call the procedure; 
try changing the arguments at line 10 to 
see the effect . These arguments can 
themselves be variables, note that the 
variables ref e rred to in the actual 
procedure code are named from the DEF 
PROC line, their values are provided by 
the procedure call. 

The second sophistication is the use of 
local variab les . Actually, you have used 
them already - A$ and N% are 
automatically made local variables as 
they are the forma l parameters of th e 
procedure; that is they only exist within 
the procedure. Although th is initially 
seems rather perverse it is a jolly good 
idea. It allows you to write procedures 
containing var iables that will not affect, 
or be affected by, anyth ing you wri te in 
the main program or in other 
procedures. It does not, however, apply 
to the variab le X% in line 110, this is a 
global variable and could cause havoc if 
used elsewhere in your program. To 
prevent this we can use the command 
LOCAL; adding LOCAL X% at line 105 
would isolate the X% in your procedure 
from any other X% in the rest of the 
program. 

A PRIVATE FUNCTION 
Functions are very similar to procedures; 
the difference is that they return a result. 
Obviously it is possible to get a result 
from a procedure by assigning the result 
you want to a global variable within the 
procedure, but a fw1ction does it far more 
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neatly and avoids the need for global 
variables for this purpose. Here's a short 
example which finds the average of three 
numbers. First we name our function: 

100 DEF FNaverage(A,B,C) 

The same rules apply to the function 
name as to procedures. Now we put in 
the code: 

110 LOCAL result 
120 result={A+B+C)/3 

And then we finish off with a rather 
strange dangling'=' sign. 

130 =result 

This is how functions must finish, though 
it looks very odd and might take some 
getting used to. Now we can write some 
code to make use of the function. This 
part of it works in exactly the same way 
as things like SQR(); you deal with it as a 
value, you don't have to explicitly tell 
Basic to do the function. 

10 INPUT X,Y,Z 
20 PRINT FNaverage{X,Y,Z) 
30 END 

Functions don't have to have attributes; 
they can do some very simple but useful 
jobs without them. For examp le, here is a 
really useful funct ion that finds its way 
into all my programs. 

100 DEF FNyn 
110 LOCAL A$ 
120 PRINT • Press Y or N" 
130 REPEAT 
140 A$::GET$ 
150 IF A$::"n" THEN A$="N" 
160 IF A$="y" THEN A$="Y" 
170 UNl'IL A$='N" OR A$="Y" 
180 :A$ 

The advantage of this is that it produces 
only the results I want to deal with and 
can be used in code like: 
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200 PRINT ·continue?": IF FNyn:"N" THEN 
END 

The advantage of this kind of procedure 
is that, once it's written and fully tested, 
you can use it in all your programs; 
man y pr og rammers keep a file of 
procedures which they just spo ol in 
when they need them . 

ERRORS 
Apart from the attribu tes error 
mentioned earl ier , which produces a 
helpful error message, the most 
common error with functions and 
procedures is unexpe cted ly dropping in 
and out of them, whic h doesn't. You can 
find you rself in a real mess with this, 
take out the ENDs in the above 
examples to see what I mean . The 
prob lem is that, if Basic encounters a 
DEF statemen t in the normal stream of 
the program, it just ignores it, so you 
can find a procedure being executed 
when you didn 't expec t it. Further, Basic 
doesn't know how long a p rocedure 
should be so, if there is no ENDPROC or 
dangling '=' or it is bypassed for some 
reason, Basic will just execute the next 
bit of code after the procedure. The best 
way of avoiding this is to put all your 
functions and procedures at the end of 
the main program w it h an EN D 
command before them. Most of the 
listings in BEEBUG work exactly like 
this. 

BUT THERE'S MORE 
Functions and procedures don't jus t 
affect programming in the technical way 
described above, they can also affect the 
way we program. Before the introduction 
of these parts of the language, the best 
Basic had to offer in thi s line was the 
subrout ine (GOSUB);, local variables, use 
of names, the passing of information 
were no t available. Programs tended to 
use vast numbers of GOTOs which made 
the development and de-bugging of 
programs very difficult because it was 
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ha rd to t race exactly where in the 
program a prob lem was. 

Func tions and procedures encourage a 
quite different approach . Instead of 
writing a program from line 10 onwards 
it allows you to develop the program as 
small modules (the smaller the better) 
each of which is tested as it is developed. 
The use of local variables cuts down the 
problems you might have keeping track 
of g loba l variables and the way they 
might affect each other . Further, when 
something goes wrong it's usually much 
easier to hunt it down and fix a particular 
procedure because procedures are so 
easy to identify. 

When you start developing a program 
you can use your listing as a planner for 
what yo u need to do . Below .is an 
example from the July issue which shows 
how a whole game is summed up in a 
few lines. 

100 !-!ODE l 
llO PROChello 
120 PROCinit ia l ise 
130 PROCstartnewgame:CLS 
140 PROCwhereamI 
150 PROCanynews 
160 IF FNwhat now="M" PROOOOve ELSE 

PROCshoot 
170 PROChowamI 
180 IF PLAYING% OOTO 140 
190 ON FNished GO'IO 130,200,210 
200 PLAYING%=TRUE: YOUAREHERE% = 

HAZARD%(6): CLS:GO'Kl 140 
210 PRINT' · ' "Byeeeeeeeee" 
220 END 

You can s tart your p rogram like this 
(though you might try to use less GOTOs) 
and then develop the procedures one at a 
time, top-down programming, or start by 
writing the procedures and then assemble 
them into the complete program, bottom
up. You will probabl y end up do ing a 
combination of both but you will certainly 
end up in more control of your code. 

(ID 
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BEEBUG Education 
by Mark Sea.ley 

Last July, BEEBUG Education looked at 
the first of two reports published 
recently on the r6le and impact of 
computers in education. A somewhat 
depressing picture was painted in the 
findings of a Department for Education 
(DfE) publication, the Statistical 
Bulletin 6/93, 'Survey of Information 
Technology in Schoo ls'. This 
pub lication limi ted itse lf to broadly 
factual (numerical) information on the 
availability and use of IT - much of 
wh ich is still BBC 8-bit hardware (see 
BEEBUG Vol.12 Issue 3). 

Perhaps even more interesting than this 
is material to appear from the academic 
world, the Centre for Education Studies 
at Kings' College London. It eva luates 
the impact of Information Technology on 
both primary and secondary pupils' 
achievemen ts in the curriculum . The 
report of the Kings ' team is called, in 
fact, 'The Impa cT Report' and has been 
compiled by three of the most nationally 
respected academics in the field. Does it 
make happier reading for those of us 
who have held to our beliefs in the 
validity of IT in the classroom and made 
substantial use of BBC mach ines and 
their software? 

As in July's d isc ussi on of t he DfE 
pub lication, not all the data refers 
explic itly to the Acom 8-bit hardware. 
Since, however, the BBC micro has 
been the platform on which much of 
the pupi ls' work analysed in the 
course of these invest igations has been 
done, it is re levant material for those 
using it . 

For the record - and as one would expect 
from a body like Kings' - the research 
methodology is explained in the early 
chapters of the lmpacT report . It began 
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in January 1989, concentrated on 
individual classes, rather than whole 
schools, and was conducted w it h 
reference to four curriculum areas: 
English, geography, mathematics and 
science. Significantly, the st udy was 
'longitudinal'; that is, the same pupils' 
progress was measured over time, rather 
than as a snapshot in one month, term or 
year. 

Perhaps more signif icant st ill, is tha t 
progress was measured against specific 
learning ski lls, including, particularly , 
the effect of IT on what educationalists 
call "higher level thinking". Those are 
skills requiring abstraction, use of 
inference and deduction, creativity and 
decision-making rather than mere use 
of memory and 'knowledge'. Many of 
t he pioneer advoca te s for IT in 
educa tion have long maintained that 
this is a major, but overlooked, area in 
which IT has a contr ibution. Suc h an 
emphasis by the Kings' team is hence 
particularly exciting . 

Over 2,000 pup ils were invo lved from 19 
Loca l Education Authorities (LEAs); 
these were mainly in the so uth of 
England and arranged in "ma tched 
pairs"! One of each pair was in a class 
that made "hig h" use of IT, the o ther 
from a class making less use of IT. 

The pupils studied were aged 8-10, 
12-14 and 14-16 years. Pupil 
performance was measu re d by 
specia ll y designed assessments, in 
depth case studies and classroom 
observations as well as by the analysis 
of data from teachers; all of this was 
set in the con text of t he specific IT 
provision in the classes concerned. 
Here there was careful and consistent 
monitoring of the details. 
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THE REPORT'S FINDINGS 
There is an ample and absorbi ng 
description of the wor k and the data 
that emerged in the middle section of 
the report (chapters 2 to 6). After the 
s t udy was comp leted, it became 
possible to answer the questions that 
had originally been set in three main 
areas: 

Did IT make a contribution to pupils' 
learning? 

What of planning for teaching to include 
IT? 

What wer e .the demands of IT on 
schools? 

In order to come to grips wi th what is in 
fact a potentially confusing mass of 
statistical da ta, wh ich was handled in 
what to non -specia li sts may be 
intimidating ways, let us look at the 
global findi ngs of each of these ke y 
findings in turn. 

IT AND PUPILS' LEARNING 
Yes, using IT did make an impact on the 
learning of the pupils studied ; but this 
impa ct was far from consistent across 
su bjects or ages. It appears to have made 
a greater co ntributi on to wor k in 
mathematics and geography (particularly 
at secondary level) and in English (at 
Primary leve l). 

One conclusion that the researchers d rew 
was that some of the impact of IT was 
attr ibutable to its motivating power. 
Other important factors were the 
successes derived from well-directed 
work in groups and use of appropriate 
methods of teaching. 

Significantly, the rep or t highlights the 
vita l part in furthering learn ing that is 
played by the teachers' own 
understanding no t only of the way the 
software works and can be used in the 
classroom, but also the und erly in g 
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. pedagogical assumptions made by it to 
enable the pupils to use it successfully. 

This is an interesting echo of one of the 
points made in the last BEEBUG 
Educat ion - concerning the DfE report; it 
has crucial implications for the degree to 
which teachers are adequa tely prepared 
and trained in the use of IT. To quote 
from the report: 

" ... the role of the teacher is central 
and the needs for inservice and 
opportunities to experience or learn 
about new approaches and reflect on 
practice are paramount" 

(p. 159) 

Again, by implication, opportunities are 
being missed: there is excellent software 
available but all too often it is under-used 
or misused. 

PLANNING FOR USE IN THE 
CLASSROOM 
Fur ther, th e study also found 
conclusively that the att itudes of teachers 
responsible for managing IT in their 
pupils' learning was impo rtan t. Where 
teachers fully understood such factors 
affecting pupil performance as group 
organisation and collabora tive work, as 
well as the importance of the processes of 
learning (as opposed to mere outcomes), 
th en pupil progre ss was found to be 
greater. Similarly, where teachers 
themselves used innovative and/or 
imaginat ive teaching strat eg ies, and 
showed en thusiasm for IT, then, aga in, 
progress by the pup ils was measurab ly 
greater. 

None of this is particularly surprisin g. 
What it does confirm , however, is that 
good classroom practice in a wider sense 
is likely to be an importa n t fac tor in 
promoting enhanced learning when 'it is 
carried over into work with th e 
computer. 
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THE DEMANDS OF IT ON 
SCHOOLS 
The report found that 90% of schools had 
an IT policy on allocation and 60% had 
one for curriculum issues; yet by 
themselves - unsurprisingly enough -
they were no guarantee of enhanced 
learning on the pupils' part. 

Head teacher attitude, however, did play 
an important role . And whilst the 
support from LEA advisers and school IT 
co-ordinators was not discussed by the 
King s' team , the report mentions the 
endorsement of the work of those 
holding these responsibilities that was 
contained in a recent study by Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate (HMI). 

Analogously, the (lack of) in service 
provision to support teachers (of all 
backgrounds and specialisms) is seen as 
crucial. It is perhaps the single feature of 
their work most often quoted by the 
teachers themselves. That they perceive it 
as so important is something that should 
not be overlooked . 

DIFFICULTIES 
The Study found that most teachers had 
a number of very real difficulties in all 
three areas; but that those difficulties 
were usually associated with the 
management of the resource . These 
include: pupil access, promotion of 
group work, particularly in the context of 
the current mania for recording the 
minutiae of achievement often to the 
exclusion of truer teaching, concerns 
about how IT by its very nature could be 
fitted into the knowle dge and outcome 
led demands of the National Curriculum, 
and successful integration of IT use into 
(more conventional) topic planning . 

The report steps back to conclude that -
given a depressingly long list of barriers 
to effective use, awareness of the 
software, the pattern of use so far 
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establis hed in our schools may be little 
more than a first small step . Greater 
emphasis will have to be given to: 

"the wider issues of means, 
organisation, management 
and teaching style ... (as the) essential 
ingredients for effective 
implementation." 

(p. 160) 

CONCLUSIONS 
Again, one is deprived of much to be 
optimistic about ; as the experience of 
many pupils - in primaries in particular -
is limited to infrequent exposure to the 
technology of ten years ago (however 
cherished our 8-bit BBC computer may 
be to us), there can be little doubt that 
those responsible for overall policy on 
the resourcing, in service provision and 
encouragement to use IT with 

. discrimination are still knowingly selling 
a generation of school pupils very far 
short. 

The King's ImpacT study concludes by 
saying that: 

"In spite of a nwnber of commendable 
efforts and a sustained national 
strategy for the implementation of 
IT in education, people at all levels 
needed more help in formulat ing 
clear policies and strategies ... 
(providing) a comprehens ive and 
long term view to take full 
advantage of the potential impact 
of IT on pupils' learning" 

(p. 166) 

As BEEBUG goes into its final half year, 
maybe there are readers who would like 
to con tri bute to this important debate; 
much of what has been said in these two 
shor t p ieces in BEEBUG Education 
applies to the 32-bit hardware, too; please 
write to BEEBUG at the .usual address to 
make your views known . (ID 
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by Robin Burton 

We're contin
uing with our 
look at back-up 
strategies for 

the 512 using PKZIP, but first we'll deal 
with the little teaser I left with you last 
month. 

MULTIPLE BATCH FILES 
Calling a second batch file from a first is 
easy; the difficulty is getting control back 
to the first again afterwards. In our 
examp le this meant that the second and 
subsequent parameters submit ted to 
MAIN were useless; as the job stands 
only the first will ever work. 

If you inves tiga ted you'll have found 
that it's not just that the parameters to 
MAIN are forgot ten, bu t that con tro l 
doesn't return to MAIN all. You can 
easily see this by adding a line at the end 
of MAIN such as 'ECHO Main again'; it 
doesn't execute because control doesn't 
return to MAIN after the first called file 
has comp leted. 

. To add interest I said any combination of 
subsid ia ry fi les sho u ld be capab le of 
being ru n in any orde r, but one thing I 
didn' t specify is tha t the method 
shou ldn't be lim ited to three sub-files . 
However, clear ly an ideal answer should 
hand le any reasonable number . It can be 
done, it's not even difficu lt, and in fact 
there are two ways to solve the problem, 
although one's much more efficient than 
the other. Let's have a look at them. .. 
Bear in mind that we have two 
objectives, depending on precise ly what 
we're trying to do in the batch files. One 
is to preserve parameters in the main file 
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through calls to subsidiary files, as in 
MAIN; the other can be, in effect, to pass 
parameters in both directions betwe en 
severa l batch files. 

The loss of control we've seen is caused 
by COMMAND.COM, which is pretty 
simple-minded. Its problem is that it can 
keep track of only one batch file at a 
time, so as soon as you call a second one, 
total and permanent amnesia sets in. One 
obvious solution therefore is to introduce 
ex tra cop ies of COMMAND.COM, so 
each can keep its own set of batch data · 
intact. With this method the called files 
can remain exactly as they are; only 
MAIN needs alteration as follows: 

COMMAND IC %1 
COMMAND IC %2 
COMMAND IC %3 

Now all should, because the original copy 
of COMMAND.COM only has MAIN to 
handle, while the three subsidiary files 
are each executed w ithin a seco nd, 
separate command shell. By the way, in 
case you missed it a while ago, the '/C' 
sw itch tells COMMAND.COM to 
termina te automatically when the called 
program or batch file term inates. This 
avoids the need for an EXIT command to 
leave each of the second command shells. 

That solves the problem of executing all 
three files and it also allows us to call 
them in any order, but it's less than ideal. 
The disadvantage is that every line 
unco nditionally loads an extra copy of 
COMMAND .COM which not only slows 
down the job, but also means tha t 
COMMAND .COM must be available in 
a current path. Both of these can be 
serious minuses if you're using floppies . 
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Worse, each extra COMMAND.COM 
loads whether the relevant batch file is 
going to be called or not. Null parameters 
don't, as yo u might think, leave extra 
copie s of COMMAND .COM occupying 
preciou s RAM (they just load and exit 
without doing anything), but they are a 
complete waste of time which should 
definitely be avoided. OK, that's easy too: 
put an IF EXIST test on each line, like this: 

IF EXIST %1.BAT COMMAND IC %1 
IF EXIST %2. BAT COMMAND IC %2 
IF EXIST %3. BAT COMt-li\ND IC %3 

Now, if any of the three (or more) 
parameters is blank those lines won't 
execute, because no file called just ' .BAT' 
will be found. Problem solved! 

But that causes another. This routine will 
still waste a lot of time, again worst for 
floppies, because every line must now 
search the directory to see if the 
(parameterised) batch file exists before it 
can decide whether to execute or not. In 
fact on my winchester (my 
COMMAND.COM lives in the RAM 
disc) this version of the file takes longer 
than the prev ious one, so the fix is worse 
than the problem. 

Time for a different approach! 

A BETTER MOUSETRAP 
That's the 'official' way to tackle the 
problem; now let's look at the best way. 

This method exploits COMMAND .COM's 
limitat ions and answers all the questions 
with no performance implications, no 
matter how many parameters are 
supplied or omitted. For this, both the 
main and subsidiary files must be 
altered, in our example MAIN becomes a 
single line, like this: 

%1 %2 %3 
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while the subsidiary files (e.g. ONE.BAT) 
gain a second line to become: 

ECHO This is ONE.BAT 
MAIN %1 %2 

Note th at all subsidiary files have 
precisely the same extra line - don't 
change the parameter numbers. What 
happens now is that MAIN calls %1.BAT 
(whichever that happens to be) with two 
paramet ers, %2 and %3, which are 
implicitly SHIFTed left one position by 
the call. Having loaded a second batch 
file the first one and its parameters are 
totally forgotten by COMMAND.COM. 
The second file executes, then calls the 
first again, this time with the tw o 
parameters supp lied to it wh ich are 
therefore passed back to the main routine 
unchanged. 

For example, suppose initially we enter: 
MAIN THREE ONE 

MAIN executes its single line as: 
THREE ONE (blank) 

so THREE. BAT is called with one 
parameter, in this case 'ONE'. THREE 
executes, then in its second line calls 
MAIN again, with (now) only one 
parameter - 'ONE'. ONE .BAT is then 
called by MAIN, this time with no 
parameters at all. ONE.BAT executes and 
then calls MAIN, this time passing 
nothing back, so MAIN executes a blank 
command (which of course does nothing) 
and terminates . Neat eh? 

Although in the example I used three 
subsidiary files, you can see that not only 
does it not matter if parameters are 
omitted and the order in which they're 
supplied is irrele vant, but the method 
holds for up to nine subs idiary files, In 
fact, with no penalty wha tsoever you can 
include parameters %1 to %9 in the main 
file and %1 to %8 in all the subsidiaries, 
then no files will need alterat ion if you 
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find you need to add extra subs idia ry 
routines later. 

BACK TO BACK-UPS 
In case you thought I 'd forgotten, the 
point of all this, apart from providing a 
bit of entertainment, is that DOS batch 
facilities are pretty basic, and without a 
bit of lateral thinking they often impose 
limits on how you can do a job. 

Taking back-ups is a perfect example of a 
regular and frequent job that may 
demand flexibility in operation, but 
which should remain as simple and 
reliable to operate as possible. I handle 
the differing needs for my ES back-ups 
(see last month) using five batch files 
which use exactly the above techniqu e. 

For ES back-ups MAIN.BAT is actually 
called SAVE.BAT, while the four 
subsidiary files are called DEV, 
NEWPROGS , SOURCES and ISSUES 
(BAT) each of which backs up the 
appropriate section of ES data. I won't 
list their contents here, bu t a few 
examples will let you see how they're 
used and perhaps you can borrow from 
these ideas to use for yourself. 

If I've been programming, but the job 
isn't finished, I need to secure on ly 
ES\D EV, in which case at the end of the 
session I simply enter: 

SAVE DEV 

If I've reached the testing and debugging 
stage but the program still isn't 
comp letely finished, I'll obviously need 
to secure both ES\ DEV and 
ES\NEWPROGS, so I enter: 

SAVE DEV NEWPRCGS 

When I think a new program is fully 
tested and ready for use I copy the source 
file to ES\SO URCES and enter (can you 
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guess?): 
SAVE DEV NE'tlPRCGS SOURCES 

On the rare occasions that I re-secure the 
ES issue directories the command 
becomes: 

SAVE ISSUES 

and of course, should I ever need to 
secure the whole lot there's a bit more 
typing, but it's just as simple: 

SAVE DEV NEWPROGS SOURCES ISSUES 

Hopefully the se examples have been 
100% predictab le and thoroughly boring. 
That's precisely how it should be. If your 
back -up procedures are properly 
designed and set-up they should be so 
simple that you can't possibly forget how 
to use them and so easy that there's no 
excuse for not doing so. 

PKZIP DETAILS 
You saw last month how straightforward 
a PKZIP command can be, but of course 
there are often one or two extras you'll 
need in a live situation . I've said several 
times that the biggest aid to quick and 
efficient back-ups is to avoid duplicati on. 
OK, you can avoid some files altogether 
such as application files, especially if 
they're stored sep arat ely, but that's not 
all you can do. 

Obviously each time I secure any of the 
above directories only one or two files 
a re likely to have changed or been 
added, so all the others can be ignored. 
This is where PKZIP command options, 
mentioned last month, are used. These 
allow you to modify the action of PKZIP 
and there are a large number of them. 
We'll concentrate here on the most useful 
for back-ups and for illustration I'll use 
my hard disc root directory back-up 
routi ne which, in this case, is itself a 
subsidiary routine (called ROOT.BAT). 
Here's the file: 
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echo off 
:sta r t 
i f exist a :root. zip goto checkb 
echo INCORRECT DISC IN DRIVE A: 
goto retry 
:checkb 
i f exist b: root .zip goto secure 
echo INCORRECT DISC IN DRIVE B: 
:retry 
fillO Insert correct disc and tzy again 
pause 
goto start 

:secure 
fset a : root. zip [ n" 
pkzip -i - -ws a: root -x@exclude 
pkunzip -t a :root 
echo OK to continue? l: Yes , 2=No 
select 1 2 
if error level 2 exi t 

fse t a:root. zi p [ro 
fset b:root.zi p (nv 
pkzip -i -ws b:root -x@exclude 
fset b :root .zip (ro 
echo on 

As you can see I take two back-up s, so 
the first section of the file makes sure that 
I have the right disc s in both floppy 
drives by checking for the presence of the 
relevant ZIP files. If they're not found _the 
discs can be changed and the job can be 
re-started. 

If all's well execution continues from 
'secure', when first A:ROOT.ZIP is set 
read -write to allow updating. The next 
line is the first PKZIP command, so let's 
examine the options. 

The fir st optio n is '-i-' (NB. many 
PKZIP and UNZIP options ARE case 
sensitive) which tells PKZIP to archive 
only those files which have the archive 
attribut e set, but th e trai ling minus 
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after the '-i' tells PKZIP not to reset the 
archive bit because it's needed again 
for the second back-up. Following that 
the next option, '-ws', instruct s that 
fi les with the system bit set (e.g . 
utilit ies) should be includ ed in the 
operation, ot herwise they 'd be ignored. 

Next is the name of the output file 
which is to be updated (A:ROOT.ZIP) 
but wi th the file extension defaulted. 
Finally there is one further directive, '
x' which is the exclu de directive. If 
followed by a filenam e the spec ified 
file is excluded from the archive 
operation, but if the filename is 
preceded by '@', as above, it instructs 
PKZI P to read the named file (i e. 
EXCLUDE) for a list of files which are 
to be excluded. In this case EXCLUDE 
contains the names DOSPLUS.SYS, 
6502.SYS and COMMAND.COM. These 
needn't be secured because they' re 
au tomatically recovered if the partition 
is re-created. 

Next the integrity of the updated ZIP 
file on drive A: is checked by PKUNZIP 
using the '-t' (test) option, after wh ich 
confirmation is needed before the 
second back-up proceeds. Confirmation 
is handled by a small program called 
SELECT which provides manual entry 
into batch files. If there were a fault, of 
course, the job wo uld be abandoned, 
the trouble identified, and the back -up 
re-run. 

If drive A;'s back-up file is OK, it's again 
set to read-only, then dr ive B:'s ZIP file is 
updated, but thi s time note that the 
trailing min us on th e '-i' option is 
omitted, so ~he archive attribute of 
archived files is reset to prevent the same 
files being re-archived in futu re (unless 
the y' re subsequently updated again of 
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course) . B:ROOT.ZIP is then set to read
only and the job ends. 

Naturally I don't sec ur e th e root 
directory often, only if an exist ing 
pro gram is revised or a new one is 
added. However, there's v irtually 
nothing to remember so it doesn 't matter 
how long it is since the last back-up, I 
ju st select the root director y, en ter the 
comm and 'S AVE ROOT' and the job 
runs. SAVE .BAT and ROOT.BAT 
themse lves are of course secured along 
with all the other files, while batch files 
for recovery are kept on each of th e 
floppies (along with a working copy of 
PKUNZIP, think about it!) 

In fact each back-up floppy usually 
contains several .ZIP files, so to recover the 
root directory I'd actually enter 'RECOVER 

ROOT', but you can guess how that works 
by now, so I won't go through it again. 

The above is an example of how I secure 
one particular directory which happens 
to have some unique contents, but you 
can easily see how to build such an 
operation into a more flexible routine like 
the one described for the ES directories. 
Not all back-ups require things like file 
exclusion and not all directories contain 
system files ~ so many back-ups are 
simpler. However, other useful op tions 
we haven't yet looked at remain. 

NEXT MONTH 
Next month we'll complete our look at 
PKZIP by inves tigating options such as 
recursing sub-directories, plus of course 
how PKUNZ IP is used when problems 
force recovery. 

Magscan Comprehensive Magazine Database 
for the BBC Micro and the Master 128 

An updated version of Magscan, which contains the complete indexes to all BEEBUG 
magarinesfrom Volume 1 Issue 1 to Volume 12 Issue 5 
Magscan allows you 10 locate insianl.ly all references to any chosen 
subject mentioned anywhere in the J 10 issues of BEEBUG 
magazine to date. 

Just type in one or rwo descriptive words (using AND/OR logic), 
and you can find any article or program you need, together with a 
brief description and reference to the volume, issue and page 
numbers. You can also perform a search by article type and/or 
volume number. 

The Magscan database can be easily updated 10 include future 
magazines. Annual updates are available from BEEBUG for 
existing Magscan users. 
Some of tbef eaJures Magscan offers Include: 
+ full access to all BEEBUG magazines 
+ rapid keyword search 

!!::~~~~::~~~~~~::::::::?.~~~~~].~:1::1:::n 
Volu me 8 
Type Pro9 r aaming Ad iclo 
St ri ng 1 BASIC 
String 2 INKEY 
Log ic OR 

F i rs t Cour se 
Calling Oper at in g Sys tern from Bc1sic 
CALL / USR 
Vol .8 No .6 Page 58 

Ftrst Course, 
In s and Outs of B.asic 
TAB PRINT INPUT 
Yol .8 Ho. ? Page 30 

Fi rst Course 
Ins and Outs of Bas ic <2> 
Fo rmatt in g / CET ., STR$ / tr.1,; 
Vol .8 No .8 Pag e 39 

+ flexible search by volume number, article type 
and up 10 two keywords 

+ keyword emry with sele~table AND/OR logic 
+ extensive on-screen help 

Magscan with disc and manual £9.95 +p&p 
Stock codes, 0005a 5.25' disc 40 track DFS 

+ hard copy option 
+ easily updatable 10 include future magazines 
+ yearly updates available from BEEBUG 

0006a 5.25"disc 80 track OPS 
1457a 3.5" ADFS disc 

Magscan update £4_75+p&p 
Stock cod es; 00 11a 5.25"disc 40 track D~-S 

0010a 5 25"disc 80 track DFS 
1458:i 35 " ADFS disc 

RISC Developments Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road, St Alb,<!nS, Herts AL 1 4JS, Tel 0727 840303 Fax 0727 860263 
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Mr Toad's Machine Code Corner 
This month Toady looks at AND, ORA and EOR, 

without the help of Pooh. 
Greetings, reptile reader s all, and watch 
out for toad s before you light that 
bonfoe. First, readers' letters: Cliff Blake 
sent in a really excellent memory-map of 
all the Master's odd areas, labelled with 
the addr esses that control them. He also 
seems to have solved the myst er y of 
whe re th ose names come from. You 
remember: ANDY, LYNNE and that lot. I 
had thought the y must be named for 
friends of the o rigin a l Acorn 
programmers, but in a very amusing 
lette r, Cliff a ssured me they must be 
acronyms: 

FRED 
JIM 
SHEILA 

Fixed Ram for External Devices 
Joint Internal Memory 
System Hardware Electronic 
Interface Logical Array 

Now these are so plausible that for my 
money they're right, or very close. The 
trouble is, neither of us has any serious 
ideas about the other three. Here are 
Cliff's offerings: 

ANDY hANDYRAM 
HAZEL High Address Zaps Electronic 

Light 
LYNNE LYing oN Nearly Everything 

If you think about it, those are very witty, 
but.. . no. Especially because he a lso 
pointed out that there are three C's in 
ACCCON. I sulked for a week. Anyway, 
wear your badge with pr ide, Cliff. 

Guess wha t this month's competition is. 
Now, we still have to deal with the three 
bitwise operations that I didn't get round 
to last month: AND, OR and EOR. These 
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are abso lute ly fundamental to mach ine 
code and you rea lly mu st understand 
them if you're going to write any serious 
programs. Since all 6502 mnemonics 
have three letters, OR is called ORA in 
BBC assembler, but not in BBC Basic, 
despite which OR and ORA are in fact 
the same operation. Some books and 
other computers say XOR for EOR. 

They are applied to two bytes, of which 
one is always in the accumulator and the 
other may be a number or an address. The 
result is always left in the accumulator. 
Most of the addressing modes can be 
used - see the manual. In each case, you 
can on ly make sense of the operation if 
you visualise it in binary, taking it one bit 
at a time. Write out the two bytes in 
binary, one below the other, then use the 
'truth table' for that operation to write the 
'answer' bit below each pair - you get a 
'bottom line', just as in arithmetic. 

Usua lly, in practice, one of the bytes 
operated on is unknown at the time of 
programming and the other, most often 
the one in A, is carefully worked out by 
you so as to have a specific effect on the 
unknown byte - to set, reset or 'flip' one 
or more of its bits. The prepared byte is 
often called a 'mas k', perhaps because 
these operations are a bit like masking 
off an area before spray -painting; some 
bits are affected , others aren't. 
Sometimes the mask is also unknow n at 
the time of programming but your code 
determines what job it will do. 

AND means that the result has a given 
bit set (=1), only if the equivalent bit was 
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set in both the original numbers . The 
truth table is: 

l ANDl = l lANDO=O 

OANDl=O OANDO=O 

This means that ANDing a bit wi th 1 
does nothing, it's only the clear bits of 
the mask wh ich affect the outcome . 

Here's the most commo n examp le of the 
use of AND. I'm afraid I've used it 
before , but it must be mentioned here: 
the ASCII code for cap ital 'A' is &41; 
binary 01000001. Lower case 'a' is &61; 
binary 01100001. The difference 
be tween the two - and between all 
capita l letters and thei r lower case 
equivalents - is that the capitals have bit 
5 clear, w hereas the lower case have bit 
5 set. So, if you do AND 11011111 -
that's AND #&DF - on a letter which 
has been input into your program, 
you' re guaranteed to end up with a 
capital. Note that if it was a capital to 
star t with , it remains unchanged. As I 
said just now: write out lower case 'a' in 
binary: 01100001. Underneath it, bit for 
bit, write &DF: 11011111. Working from 
the truth tab le, put the result of 
ANDing each pair below. The bottom 
line is the answer. Now do the same 
with capital' A'. See? 

01100001 {&61) 
AND 11011111 (&OF) 

= 01000001 (&41) 

Now in the bit-maps of the character set, 
the downstrokes are mostly two bits 
thick. If you aren't ·clear about bit-maps, 
ske tch an e ight by eight grid of boxes . 
Shad e in any box if the b it in the 
following list is a zero, else leave it blank. 
From top to bottom, the lines go: 
00111100, 00011000 five times, 00111100 
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and 00000000. Now stand back from the 
grid - you can see a capita l I (with a space 
at the bottom). 

In the Fontz ROM (BEEBUG Vol.10 
No.1), I created the ' thin ' font by copying 
each 'slice' of the bit-map of each 
character into workspace - we'll call it 
.store, loading the accumulator with the 
same byte, shifting the byte one place to 
the lef t, ANDing the result wit h the 
original byte and then putting the result 
back into the font: 

LOA store 
L.SR A 
AND store 
STA font \ or that's what it boi l ed do1-m 

to . 

If you work it out, that 'thins down' 
00011000 to 00010000. In th is way, the 
ROM reduced all the two-bit-wide 
downstrokes, which gave a passable 
' thin ' font. 

00011000 af ter LSRA becomes 00110000 

00011000 
AND 00110000 

= 00010000 

ORA is the opposite of AND: if either bit 
of the two is set, the bit of the result is 
set. Truth table: 

lORA l=l 
0 ORA 1 = 1 

l ORAO = l 
0 ORA O = 0 

This means that where a bit in the mask is 
0, nothing happens, but where the mask 
has a bit set, the other byte gets it set, too. 
We can use this to make every letter end up 
as lower case (ORA #&20), or to produce a 
'bold' font with the above routine. 

continued on page 50 
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The number one 
subscription 

magazine for the 
Archimedes 

RISC User, probably t/1e most popular subscription magazine for the 
Archimedes, offers all the infonn.ation you need as an Archimedes 
user. In every issue of RJSC User you will find a wealth of artides 
and programs with professionally written reviews, lively news, help 
and ad via for beginners and experienad users, and items of home 
entertainment. 
The B5 sii:e of RISC User allows a sophisticated design, big colour 
illustrations and pages full of infortn1Jtion, and yet is still a convenient 
sii:e to assemble into an easy-to-use ref erena library. Altogether, in 
its six years of existence, RISC User has established a reputation for a 
professional magazine with awirate, objective and infonned articles 
of real practical use to all users of Acorn's range of R)SC computers. 

Contents of the latest Vo/.7 lssue 1 ofR 1SC User: 

PRO-ARTISAN 2 FROM CLARES 
A review of ProArtisan 2, a new version of the popular 
graphics package from Clares. 

GETTING THE BEST RESUL TZ 
A review of Resultz, the new spreadsheet and second 
part of the Fireworkz suite from Colton Software. 

VIDEO NOUVEAU • COLOURS OF THE 
FUTURE 
A look at what's in store video-wise for the next 
generation of Acorn computers, including VIDC20. 

STAR SJ-144 COLOUR PRINTER 
Review of the affordable new Star colour printer for the 
Arc. 

GAMES ROUNDUP 
Preview of Simon the Sorcerer from GamesWare, and a 
review of Stunt Racer 2000 from The Forth Dimension. 

WIMP TOPICS 
A major series aimed at readers interested in Wimp 
programs and Wimp programming. Each arti;le looks at 
aspects of a particular topic. 

WRITE ·BACK 
The readers' section of RISC User for comment, help, 
infonnation - a magazine version of a bulletin board. 

INTO THE ARC 
A regular series for beginners. 

TECHN ICAL QUER IES 
A column which answers your technical queries. 

THE DOS SURVIVAL CUIDE 
A series of articles on how to use the PC Emulator. 



Census (continued from page 27} 

RINTSI%(X%); :NEXT:PRINT1'ot% 
1640 IF BIG @%=&20105 ELSE @%=&20107 
1650 PRINI"TAB(l3);: FOR X%=1TOA%(QI%):I 

F Tot% PRINT l00*SI%(X%)/Tot%; "%"; ELSE 
PRil'n' 0; "%" ; 
1660 NEXT:PRINT100;"%" 
1670 PR0Czer:@%:&090A 
1680 *FX178,255,0 
1690 IF A:70 PRINT"Press a Key" :A:GET 

1700 ENDPROC 
1710 : 
1720 DEF PROCprint 
1730 IF A:71: PRit~:VDU2, l, 15 :PRIITT:VDU 
21:QI%:QI%(N%):QD%=QD%(N%) :PROCdisplay : 

VDU6,2,l ,18,3:ENDPROC 
1740 PRINT:VDU2,l,15:PRIITT:VDU 21:FORN% 

:1T0Nurnb%:QI%=QI%(N%) :QD%:QD%(N%):PR0Cdi 
splay:NEXT:VDU6,2,l , 18,3,7 
1750 ENDPROC 
1760 : 
1770 DEF PROCzer 
1780 FORX%=1TOH%:FORY%=1TOH% 
1790 SI%(X%J=0:SD%(Y%)=0. 
1800 NEXT:NEXT 
1810 ENDPROC 
1820 : 
1830 DEF PROCgetparam 
1840 ONERROROFF:C%:OPENINP$:PROCefile(C 

%,P$) 
1850 INPUT#C%,Start%:INPUT#C%,End%:INPU 

T#C%,Forms%:INPUT#C%,Top%:INPUT#C%,Rmax% 
1860 CLOSE#C% 
1870 ENDPROC 
1880 : 
1890 DEF PROCdate :REM LINE 1900 FOR MAS 

TER ONLY 
1900 REM PRINTI'AB(lO);:*TIME:REM MASTER 
only 
1910 ENDPROC 
1920 : 
1930 DEF PR0Cefile /"i%,I $) 
1940 IF i%=0 PRINTTAB(3,19)"File ' +I$+" 
not found" : CLOSE# i % : TIME=O : REPE/l.TUNTIL 

TIME=200 :CHAIN" ANALYSE" 
1950 ENDPROC 
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10 REM Program Crossdu 
20 Ifill Version B 1 . 0 
30 REM Author Paul Goldsmith 
40 REM BEEBUG November 1993 
50 REM Program Subject to Copyright 
60 : 

100 ONERROR PROCerr 
110 VDU15:VDU26 
120 PROCcode 
130 DIM I%(H%),D%(H%),Z%(5,H%,H%),T%(J 

%),A%(J%),QI%(5),QD%(5) 
140 CLS:PROCt (lO, •crossdurnp") :PROCwind 

owl:PROCseries :PROCgetcontrol:PROCchoose 
: : PRINTTAB (3, 20) "CROSSTABULATION COMPLET 
E" :TIME=O :REPEAT: UITTIL TIME =200 :CHAIN" 
ANALYSE" 

150 END 
. 160 : 
1000 DEF PROCgetcontrol 
1010 *FX200,l 
1020 ONERROROFF:CLS:C%=0PENINH$:PROCefi 

le(C%, H$) 
1030 PRINTTAB(3, 8) ;SPC(38) ;TAB(3 , 8) ; "Co 

ntrol loading" 
1040 INPUT#C%,Head$,Q% 
1050 FORT%=l'I'OJ% 
1060 INPUT#C%,A%(T%):FORY%=0TOA%(T%):IN 

PUT#C%,A$ 
1070 NEXT:NEXT 
1080 CL0SE#C%:PRINTTAB(3,8);SPC(38);TAB 

(3 ,8) ; "Control loaded": *FX200, 0 
1090 TIME=O:REPEATUNTILTIME:100 
1100 ENDPROC 
1110 : 
1120 DEF PROCchoose 
1130 PRINTTAB(2,20J; • AND RETURN":PROCs 

elect :PROCt( l O, "Analysing•) :PROCwindowl: 
CLS:PRocanalyse:PROCsave:VDU7 

1140 ENDPROC 
1150 : 
1160 DEF PROCanalyse 
1170 : 
1180 VDU26 
1190 PRINTTAB(6, 15) ; "READIOO RECORD" 
1200 *FX200,l 
1210 C%=0PENUPD$ 
1220 R%=Start% 
1230 REPEAT 
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1240 PTR#C%=5*(R%-1J*Q%:B%=B3ET#C%:PTR# 
C%:PTR#C%-l: IF B%<>&40 GOTO 1410 

1250 FORI%=1T0Num%:QX%=QI%(I%):QY%=QD%( 
I%) 

1260 AI%:A%(QX%)+1:AD%=A%(QY%)+1 
1270 PRIN'ITAB(20,15)" ":PRINITAB(20, 

15)R% 
1280 PTR#C%=5*(R%-l)*Q%+5*(QX%-l) 
1290 INPUTffC%,N% 
1300 FORX%=A%(QX%)T01 STEP-l: N3%=X%-l 
1310 IF N%>=2AN3% I%{AI%-X%)=1:N%=N%-2A 

N3% ELSEI%(AI%-X%)=0 
1320 NEXT 
1330 PTR#C%=5*(R%-l)*Q%+5*(QY%-l) 
1340 INPUTffC%,N% 
1350 FORX%=A%(QY%)T01 STEP-l:N3%:X%-l 
1360 IF N%>=2AN3% D%(AD%-X%)=1:~%=N%-2A 

N3% ELSED%(AD%-X%)=0 
1370 NEXT 
1380 FORX%=1TOA%(QX%):FORY%=1TOA%(QY%) 
1390 IF I%(X%) AND D%(Y%) Z%(I%,X%,Y%)= 

Z%(I%,X%,Y%)+1 
1400 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT 
1410 R%=R%+1:UNTIL R%=End%+1 
1420 CLOSE#C%:*FX200,0 
1430 REM PRINTTAB(3,22);"Time of f • ;: PR 

OCtirne 
1440 ENDPROC 
1450 DEF PROCselect 
1460 CLS:PRINT1'AB(5,4)"SELECT CROSS TAB 

S" 

1470 INPUTTAB(3, 5) "TYPE NO OF CROSS TAB 
S UP TO 5 "Num%: IF Num% >5 VDU7 :GOTO 147 
0 ELSE IF Num%<1 VDU7:GOTO 1470 
1480 FOR I%=1T0Num% 
1490 INPUTTAB(5,I%+6) "Ind "QI%(1%) 
1500 INPUTTAB( 15, I%+6) "Dep "QD% ( I%) 
1510 NEXT 
1520 ENDPROC 
1530 : 
1540 DEF PROCseries . 
1550 INPU'1TAB(3,10) "TYPE A CHARACTER TO 
DISTINGUISH"' "SELECTION OF CROSSTAB" ;S$ 

:IF S$='' OR LEN(S$)>1 GOT01550 
1560 PROCgetparam 
1570 ENDPROC 
1580 : 
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1590 DEF PROCsave 
1600 E$=0$+S$ 
1610 *FX200, l 
1620 C%=0PD,TOUT E$: IF C%<1 Rep$:"Fi le " 

+E$+' not found" :PRINITAB(l, 8) ;Rep$ :Rep$ 
=" • :GO'ro 150 
1630 PRINT#C%,Num%:FOR I%=1TO Num%:PRIN 

T#C%,QI%(I%),Q0%(I%) 
1640 FORY%=1TOH% 
1650 FORX%=1TOH% 
1660 PRINT#C%,Z%(I%,X%,Y%) 
1670 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT 
1680 CL0SE#C%:*FX200,0 
1690 ENDPROC 
1700 : 
1710 DEF PROCcode 
1720 ONERROROFF:C%=0PENIN"CODE':PROCefi 

le (C%, "CODE') 
1730 INPUT#C%,F$,J%,H%,K%:CL0SE#C%:H$=F 

$+"HED' :D$=F$+"DA": P$=F$+' PAR" 
1740 ENDPROC 
1750 : 
1760 DEF PROCtirne :REM MASTER ONLY 
1770 *TIME 
1780 ENDPROC 
1790 : 
1800 DEF PROCgetpar am 
1810 ONERROROFF:C%:OPENINP$:PR0Cefil e(C 

%,P$) 
1820 INPUT#C%,Start %:INPUT#C%,End%:INPU 

T#C%,Num% 
1830 CL0SE#C% 
1840 ENDPROC 
1850 : 
1860 DEF PROCerr 
1870 REPORT:PRINT' at l ine "ERL 
1880 PRINT'Press a key ' :A=GET:PRINI"(S 

)top (Q)uit (R)un' :A=GE:I' 
1890 IF A=83 END ELSE IF A:81 CHAIN"AN 

ALYSE" ELSE IF A=82 RUN 
1900 ENDPROC 
1910 : 
1920 DEF PROCefile(i%,I $) 
1930 IF i%=0 PRINITAB(3, 19) "File "+I$+• 
not found" :CL0SE#i% :TIME=O :REPEA'IUNTIL 

TIME:200 :CHAIN'ANALYSE' 
1940 ENDPROC jID 
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1800 IF NOI'(OC%) OSCLI ( "SRWRITE "+S'IB.$
(s%)+• "+STRS-(f%)+' '+STR$-(p%)) :ENDPRO 
C 
1810 PTR#ch%:p%:FOR A%=s% TO f%-1:IF r% 
?A%=BGETich%:EI.SE BPVI'Ech%,?A% 
1820 NEXT:ENDPROC 
1830 : 
1840 DEF PR0Csee(I%) :LOCAL I$ :1$:STR$(I 

%):IF I%:0 I$=' New' 
1850 PROCclear:PROCtitle(N$,l):PROCtitl 

e('M-Base Item :"+CHR$(13ll+I$,22) 
1860 IF I%<>0 PRQCread(I%) :ELSE FOR A%= 

1 TO F%:T$(A%)="':NEXT 
1870 FOR A%=1 TO F%:PRINITAB(X%(A%),Y%( 

A%)) ;F$(A%) ;T$(A%) :NEXT:ENDPROC 
1880 : 
1890 DEF PROCalter(J%) 
1900 PROCsee (J%):v%=1:REPEAT 
1910 IF NOI' PR% T$(v%)=FNinput(F$(v%),T 

$(v%),X%(v%),Y%(v%),L%(v%),32,126) 
1920 IF INKEY-58 AND v%>1 v%:v%-l 
1930 IF INKEY-42 v%:v%+1 
1940 UNTIL v%>F% OR INKEY-122 OR PR% OR 
(key%>0 AND key%<12) 
1950 IF PR% PROCprint:ENDPROC 
1960 PR0Cwrite(J%):ENDPROC 
1970 : 
1980 REM***** Main menu***** 
1990: 
2000 DEF PROQnenu:VDU23;11,0;0;0;0;0 ; 
2010 T$="M-Base :'+CHR$(131):IF N$<>'' 

T$=T$+N$:ELSE T$:T$+"No File ' 
2020 CI.S:PROCt itle(T$, l ) 
2030 PRINI'I'AB(0,5);"0ptions :'''" 1) Vi 

ew records• ' • 2) Add records· ' • 3) Delet 
e records· · · 4) New or alter database" ' ' 
5) View information• 
2040 IF IX;% PRil~I" 6) Open file'' ' 7) C 

lose file" :EI.SE PRINI'" 6) Load file · ·· 7 

) Save file' 
20 50 PRI1'11'" 8) searc h for records• "' 9) 
Status• •• 0) Exi t• 
2060 PRI1'11'' ··select 1-0 :';CHR$(130); 
2070 REPEAT 0$=GET$:0%:VAL(0$):UNI'IL 0% 

>0 OR 0$="0' OR 0$="*' OR 0$='+':IF 0$<> 
"*" AND 0$<>'+" PRINT0$:ELSE 0%:9+INSTR( 
· *+' ,0$) 
2080 ENDPROC 
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2090 
2100 DEF PRCX:options 
2110 IF 0%:0 ENDPROC 
2120 IF N%:0 AND INSTR("138', STR$(0%)) 

PRINI''CHR$136;CHR$13l;"No records":VDU7: 
TIME:0:REPEA'IUNI'ILTIME>:150:PRCX:clear:EN 
DPROC 
2130 ON 0% PROCview, PROCadd, PROCdel 

ete, PROCnewalter, PROCinfo, PROCload 
, PROCsave , PROCsearch , PROCstatus , 

PRCX:oscli, PROCconm 
2140 ENDPROC 
2150 : 
2160 REM***** New/Alter 03.tabase ***** 
2170 : 
2180 DEF PROCnewalter 
2190 PRCX:clear: PROCtitle ( ' New / Alter d 

ata rese •, 1) 

2200 PRIN'ITAB(O, 5);' 1) New datarese•' 
•• 2) Add fields•••• 3) Alter screen•• 
' ' 4) Grab old database• ••• 5) Main me 
nu• 
2210 PRil'n'' '' "Press 1-5 : • ; :REPEAT:K$= 

GET$:UNTIL INSTR('l2345",K$):IF K$:'5" E 
NDPROC 
2220 IF K$:'l" PROCnew:ENDPROC 
2230 IF K$: "2' PROCaddfie lds :ENDPROC 
2240 IF K$='4 ' AND DC% VDU7:PRil'n'' "You 

can't : Disc media selected" :TIME=O:REPE 
AT:UNTIL TIME>:700:ENDPRCX: 
2250 IF K$='4" PRINT''Are you sure ?':k 

$=GEI'$:IF k$<>'Y" AND k$<>"y' ENDPROC 
2260 IF K$: ' 4' PROCassert:ENDPROC 
2270 PROCclear:PROCpage:ENDPRCX: 
2280 : 
2290 DEF PROCnew:PROCclear 
2300 PROCtitle("New file' ,l) 
2310 PROCtitle("M-Base",22) 
2320 NS=FNinput("Name :"+CHR$(130),••,0 

,4,10,48, 122) 
2330 IF NS='" ENDPROC 
2340 L%=4:N%=0:F%=0:E%=0:PROCfie lds:I F 

IX;% ch%:0PE!',X)UT N$:CL0SE#ch%:ch%=OPENUP 
N$ 
2350 ENDPROC 
2360 : 
2370 DEF PROCfields 
2380 PRCX:centre ('Fields', 14) : PRINT' "Ple 
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ase ente r field names and max. length"' " 
Blank title : Same as last title "' · "Bla 
nk lengt h: No rore fie lds" :VDU28,0,12,3 
9, 6 
2390 REPEAT:CLS:F%=F%+1: PRINI'"Field : "; 

CHR$(131) ;F% 
2400 F$(F%} =FNinput ( "Title : "+CHR$ (134 

), "",0,2,15,32, 126) 
2410 L%(F%):VAL(FNinput( "Length :"+CHR$ 

(129), •• ,0,4,3,48,57)} :L%=(L%+L%(F%)+1) 
2420 UNI'IL L%(F%):0 OR F%=24:IF L%(F%)= 

0 F%:F%- l 
2430 PROCclear: PROCpage:ENDPROC 
2440 : 
2450 DEF PR0Cpage:VDU23;11,0;0;0;0;0; 
2460 PROCt i t le(N$, l) :PROCtit le( "Posit io 

n Fields ", 22) 
2470 LOCAL X%,Y%,A%:FOR A%=1 TO F%:IF F 

$(A%)='" F$ (A%) =F$ (A%-l} 
2480 X%=0:Y%=4:PRINITAB(0,4};F$(A%) 
2490 REPEAT:OX%:X%:OY%=Y% 
2500 IF INKEY-98 AND X%>0 X%:X%-l 
2510 IF INKEY-67 AND X%<(39-LEN(F$(A%)) 

) X%=X%+1 
2520 IF INKEY-73 AND Y%>3 Y%=Y%-l 
2530 IF INKEY-105 AND Y%<21 Y%=Y%+1 
2540 IF OX%<>X% OR OY%<>Y% PRINITAB(OX% 

,OY%);SPC(LEN(F$(A%)));TAB(X%,Y%);F$(A%) 
:IF A%>1 FOR 8%:l TO A%-l: PRIN'ITAB(X%(B% 
),Y%(B%)};F$(B%};SPC(L%(B%});CHR$255:NEX 
T 
2550 UNI'IL INKEY-99:X%(A%)=X%:Y%(A%}=Y% 

:REPE.ll,T:UNTIL NOT INKEY-99:NEXT:PROCclea 
r :ENDPROC 
2560 : 
2570 DEF PROCaddfields 
2580 LOCAL OL%,OF%,NF%,NL%, j%,~% 
2590 PROCclear:OF%=F%:OL%=L%:PROCti t le( 

·Add New Fields', 1) :PROCfields:NL%=L%:NF 
%:F% 
2600 IF OF%=F% ENDPROC 
2610 IF N%=0 ENDPROC 
2620 PROCtitle ( 'Please wai t·, 22): PROCt i 

t le ( "Updating database records •, 1} : PRINT 
TAB(0,5); " updating the database to acco 
madate the new fields . May take some 
t ime. · 
2630 FOR j%:N% TO 1 STEP-1 
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2640 L%=0L%:F%=0F%:PROCread(j%) 
2650 FOR h%=0F%+1 TO NF%:T$(h%)="' :NEXT 
2660 L%=NL%:F%:NF%:PR0Cwrite(j%) 
2670 PRIN'ITAB(0,9);"Done ' ;IITT((N%-j%+1 

) /N%•100); "%' 
2680 NEXT:ENDPROC 
2690 :· 
2700 REM*••• • View Records****• 
2710 : 
2720 DEF PROCviews(s%) 
2730 v%=1:p%:s%:PROCsee(p%) :REPEAT 
2740 IF NOT PR% T$(v%)=FNinput(F$(v%),T 

$(v%),X%(v%),Y%(v%),L%(v%),32,126) 
2750 IF PR% PROCprint 
2760 IF INKEY-58 AND v%>1 v%=v%-1 
2770 IF INKEY-42 AND v%<F% v%=v%+1 
2780 IF PR% AND n%>0 p%=n%:PR0Csee(n%) 
2790 IF (INKEY-26 OR key%=136 OR key%=2 

) AND 1%>0 PROCwrite(p%) :p%:1%:PROCsee(l 
,%) 

2800 IF (INKEY-122 OR key%=137 OR key%: 
1) AND n%>0 PROCwrite(p%):p%:n%:PROCsee( 
n%} 
2810 UNTIL INKEY-99-0R (PR% AND n%=0) 0 

R key%=3 OR key%=4:old%:p%:IF PR% PROCp 
ri nt 
2820 IF key%<>3 AND key%<>4 PROCclear 
2830 ENDPROC 
2840 : 
2850 DEF PROCView 
2860 LOCAL q%:q%=S%:IF PR% PR0Cviews(S% 

) :ENDPROC 
2870 REPE.ll,T:PR0Cviews(q%) 
2880 PRINTI'AB(0,22};SPC(80); :IF key%<>4 
S$=FNinput ( "String : ", " , 0, 22, 25, 32, 12 

6) :PRINITAB(0,22) ;SPC(40) :q%:0:S$=FNlow( 
SS} :ELSE q%:old% 
2890 PROCt itle(·Se archi ng•,22) 
2900 REPEAT:q%:q%+1:PR0Cread(q%}:T$=FN1 

ow(T$(1)) :UNI'IL INSTR(T$,S$) OR q%:N%:IF 
INSTR(T$,S$)=0 q%=old%:PR0Ct itle("No t f 

ound", 22) :Til-lE=O :REPEAT:UNTIL TIME>250 
2910 UNTIL S$=' ' :£:ll1DPROC 
2920 : 
2930 DEF PROCprint 
2940 VDU2, 21:FOR A%=1 TO F% 
2950 IF P%(A%) PRINTI'$(A%);STRI!IK;$(L%(A 

%) -LEN(T$ (A%}) +2, " "}; : IF CR% PRINT' 
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2960 NEXT:PRINT:VDU3, 6,3 
2970 ENDPROC 
2980 : 
2990 REM•• •• • Add Records •• ••• 
3000 : 
3010 DEF PROCadd:REPEAT:PROCadd2:UNTIL 

FALSE 
3020 : 
3030 DEF PROCadd2:n%=0:l%=0 
3040 PROCsee(O) :v%:l:REPE.~T 
3050 T$(v%)=FNinput( F$(v%),T$(v%),X%(v% 

),Y%(v%),L%(v%),32, 126) 
3060 IF INKEY-58 AND v%>1 v%=v%-l:El.SE 

v%=v%+1 
3070 UNTIL v%>F% OR INKEY-99 
3080 IF N%=0 S%=l:N%:l:n%:0:l%:0:PR0Cwr 

ite (l ) :PROCclear:ENDPROC 
3090 N%=N%+1:PROCwri te(N%):T$(0)=T$(1) 
3100 n%=S%:REPEAT:c%=n%:PR0Cread(n%) :UN 

TIL T$(1}>T$(0) OR n%:0 
3110 IF n%:O AND T$(0}>=T$(1) n%=N%:PRO 

Cwrite(c %) :PROCread(N%):l%=c%:n%=0:PROC:w 

rite(N%) :PROC:clear: ENDPROC 
3120 IF c%:S% l%=N%:S%=N%:PR0Cwr it e(c%) 

:PROCread(N%):n%=c%:1%=0:PROCwrite(N%):P 
ROCclear:ENDPROC 
3130 k%=1%:1%=N%:PROCwrite(c%) 
3140 PROCread(k%) :n%=N%:PR0Cwrite(k%) 
3150 PROCread(N%) :n%=c%:1%=k%:PR0Cwrite 

(N%) :PROCclear:ENDPROC 
3160 : 
3170 REM••••• More To Foll ow ***** 
3180 : 
3190 DEF PROCdele t e 
3310 DEF PROC:save 
3450 DEF PROCload 
3570 DEF PROCoscli 
3720 DEF PROCinfo 
3830 DEF PROCs~atus 
4440 DEF PROCcornn 
4760 DEF PROCsearch 
4770 PRINT'CHR$(131); "Not implemented y 

et!" :TIME=O:REPEAT:UNTIL TIME>=500:PROCc 
lear:ENDPROC !ID 

Mr Toad's Machine Code Corner (continued from page 44) 

EOR (Exclusive OR), gives a 1 if only one 
of the two original bits is set. If both are 1 
or both are 0, you get 0. Truth table: 

1 EOR 1 = 0 1 EOR O = 1 
0 EOR 1 = 1 0 EOR O = 0 

This means that if you EOR a bit with 0, 
nothing is changed, but where a bit of 
the mask is set (=1) you 'flip' or 'toggle' 
the corresponding bit of the other byte 
from 1 to O or O to 1. EOR a byte twice 
with the same number an.d you get back 
to the original. This fact has been used 
in dozens of encoding programs, 
(including one of mine) in BEEBUG and 
elsewhere . EOR a letter with a 'key', and 
you've got it in code. Do it again, and 
it's back in clear: one routine does both 
jobs. 

There are. lots of other applications for all 
these operations; I've only been able to 
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give a few obvious examples here. If you 
keep them in mind, you'll think of them 
when there's a job which they can do in 
your program: don't be one of those 
programmers who permanently work 
with a 'Reduced Instruction Set' because 
there are some operations which they've 
never used and so never think of. Just 
say this little mnemonic : AND #0 clears, 
ORA #1 sets, EOR #1 flips. 

Exercise 1: write out from memory the 
entire 6502 instruction set. Check with 
the book. If you missed more than three, 
make a big badge announcing: "I'M A 
RISP" and wear it for a week. 

Next month: American scientists find a 
250 million year old RAM chip, and by 
RMA cloning th ey recreate ... The XY 
Rainbow? The Amstrog with the funny 
little discs? British Rail's C64? Tune in 
and find out. ® 
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HINT~"~ 
~ .;.,,- HINT~"~ 

~ .;.,, HINT~"~ ~.;.,, HINT~"~ ~.;.,, HINT~"~ 
~ .;.,,-

Sideways Scrolling 
The Beeb has a ready-made command to 
perform a sideways scroll: 

VDU 23;13,A;O;O;O; 
where A represents the new position on the 
screen. To see it in operation, try the 
following short program. 

10 FOR A:l TO 20 
20 TIME=O: REPEAT UNTIL TIME=l00 
30 VDU 23;13,A;O;O;O; 
40 NEXT 

To reverse the direction of the scroll alter line 
10 to: 

10 FOR A:20 TO 1 STEP -1 
To change the scroll speed, alter the loop 
value in line 10; for example: 

10 FOR A=l TO 100 
to slow the scroll down, and: 

FOR A:l TO 10 
to increase the speed. 

Musical Keyboards 
J Fenton 
The following single line program will tum 
your keyboard into a piano, with the 
QWERTY and ZXCVBN rows playing the 
white notes, and the respective rows above 
these playing the black notes. · 

<IS:REPEAT:G$:GEI'$:PRlNI' G$:9:)UND&ll. -
15,21+4*INSTR("Q2W3ER5T6Y7UI900PZSXJx:FVBH 
NJM, L.; / " ,G$), 10 :UNTIL G$="1" :SOUND&ll , 0 , 
0, 0 

Debugging with EVAL 
G Weston 
The following short procedure may prove 
very usefuJ when debugging Basic programs. 
Simply insert the line PROC:test at the trouble 
spot in your program, and then enter the 
variable name that you want to examine. 

2000 DEF PROCtest 
2010 LOCAL Z$ 
2020 INPUT "Var. "Z$ 
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2030 IF Z$<>"99" PRIN!' EVAL(Z$) :PRO::test 
2040 ENDPROC 

Type 99 to return control to your program. 

Listing Programs in Page Mode 
P LeSueur and I Jakubovics 
When a program is listed with Ctrl -N 
selected, it is very easy to forget to disengage 
page mode with Ctrl-0 afterwards. This can 
prove extremely irritating when Shift has to 
be pressed to make a program function 
correctly. The solution is to define a function 
key to select page mode, do the listing, and 
then disengage page mode once the listing is 
finished . The only problem that can arise 
with this is that if Escape is pressed while the 
program is being listed, the keyboard buffer 
is cleared, and the Ctrl-0 is never issued . 
Thus the following definition also includes a 
•FX230,l command to stop the buffer being 
flushed, and a ·FX230,0 to reset it to its 
default. 

*KEY O *FX230,11MINL. IMIO*FJ(230,0I M 

Deleting Lines 
D Fletcher 
When deleting lines from the end of a 
program, it is quickest to delete all but the 
last line in one go, and only then delete the 
last line. 

Bird Sounds 
I Evans 
Here is a short program to generate bird-like 
sounds. It can of course be modified to taste, 
although the duration parameter in the 
SOUND statement has to be 3 for best effect. 

10 ENI/ELOPE l,l,S,5, -10,30,30,30,50,0,0, 
100,100 

20 FOR I;,l 'ID 100 
30 9:)UND l, 1, 130+RND( 40), 3 
40 NEXT 
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Personal Ads 
BEEBUG members may adverti•e unwa -nted computer hardware and sofrware through personal ad~ 

(including 'wants ') in BEEBUG. These are compktely free of charge but please keep your ad as short as 
poBaibk. Although we will try to include all ad~ receir,ed, we reoerve the right to edit or reject any if 

nece•sary. Any ads which cannot be accommodated in one iuue will be hef.d over to the next, so pkase 
advise ua if you do not wish us to do this . We will accept adverts for software, but prospective purchasers 

8hould ensure that they always receive original copies including da<:umentali<>n to avoid any abuse of 
this facility . 

We also accept members' Business Ads at the rate of 40p per word (inclusive of VAT) and these will be 
featured separately. PleaJJe Bend all ads (personal and business ) to /l(EMBERS' ADS, BEEBUG, 

117 Hatfield Road, St . Albans, Herl• ALI 4.JS. 

WANTED: COMAL language for 
tho Most.r 128. Tel. Sheffield 0742 
367611. 

Master 128 with 3.5'' and S.2s· 
drives £175, Canon l'WlOilOA 9 pin 
NLQ printer f.©, various manuals, 
books, Viewstore, Pascal etc. also 
available. Tel. Blackpool 0253 8927C1J 
afo,r5pm. 

Watford dual 5.25" 40180T 
switchablt di$<' drive 00, Morley 
teletext adaptor with ,\ TS. 2.59, 
ROM £40, Printrnaster. Wordwi~ 
Plus 2. Spc11ma.ster, Spellched; Ill 
and Master ROMs for 128 all with 
appropriate manuals £75 or will 
split.-Worde.1se, Master canridgc·s 
and ass.orted software also 
avail.1ble. TeL Hemel Hempstead 
0442 259054. 

BBC B+ (inc. lnterword/Viewsheet), 
diS< drive (Watford), Acorn RGB 
c:olour monitor. Masterfile 2. sold 
separately for sensible offers. Tel. 
Luton 0582 8S2502. 

WANTED: Synergy Software·s 
Sharem.1stl!r or Sharemaster Plus 
together with manual for use on a 
BBC Master. Tel. Cheshire 0270 
625691. 

Muter S1l + turbo 2nd processor, 
512 board with enhancement to 1Mb 
housed in Watford co-processor 
adaptor, high definition colour 
rronitor and mouse, rt'sident ROMs 
include View, Viewsheet, Master 
ROM, \Vordwise+, Spell Master . 
also Akthe-r 40/80 double dis,; drive 
in monitor st3.nd with PSU, all the 
four Cem discs with Cempaint and 
Gemwrite, a.II well looked .1fter and 
in perfect <Onditfon, all manuals 
£350 o.n.o. Many more ROMs. diS< 
.software and books for sale, owner 
updating to more sophisticated 
computer. Tel. Wembley 081-902 
8612. 

BBC B with shadow RAM/ROM 
.xpansion board. 5.25" single D /5 
drive with DDFS. Wordwise+, 
Spellmaster, continuous processing 
ROM. Epson FX80 printer. atl in 
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good working order and with le.:1ds 
.1.nd 1nanu.1.Js £200, Watford 
R0.\1/RAM bo.ud and Spellmoster 
RO~I, both new. unused, boxed !2S 
each. Tel. Gwynedd034l mtlll6. 

BBC model B,grccnscrctn monitor, 
double drives (800k). interfaced 
daisywheel, wQrdprocessor, 
spreadsheet. database etc. £250 
o.n.o. Tel. 0092 4:!1149. 

BBC Master 512, Phillips CM8833 
colour monitor, W.1.tford twin 
40/80T 5.25" disc drives, Walford 
urilities disc. Watford Quad R0.\1 
cortridge, Dumpout 3 ROM. 
Essenti.1.I Software co-pro memory 
upgr.1de, Shibuini Soft Problem 
Solver, T.C.S. mouse driver and 
utilities disc I. Dabs Press Master 
512 Um Guide nnd disc. good 
condition, original boxes · buyer 
collects or pay carriage. also 
BEEBUG magazines Vol.8 No. I to 
Vol.12 No.4£SOO o.n.o. Tel. Somerset 
045843906. 

BBC B with DFS + ATPL ROM 
board, Lnono monitor Watford 
Video Digiriscr. AMX mousl' and 
modem. softwore, manu•I~ Offers? 
Tel. Br,cknell O:ll4 426878. 

WANTED: 512 board /or BBC 
Master 128 (prefmbly expanded to 
1Mb), also 6Sc10'.1 turi>o board ,nd 
sideways cartridge. Tel. 031-650 
't)l,7. 

B/\V l2" monitor, Citizen 120-0 9 
pin printer (two)with spore ribbons, 
disc drives s.25· ,nd 3.5". all with 
appropriate leads etc.. reasonable 
offers for each accepted. Please write 
to Dnvid, I Highfield Court, St 
Margarets Rood, London El2 SOW. 

HELP WANT ED: I have • BBC B 
with Kenda DMFS with rADS and 
want sideways RAM and ROM 
boards. Please write to David. I 
Highfield Courl, St Marg,uets Road. 
London E12 SDW. 

BBC B ADFS, 32k shadow R,\M, 
16k RAM/ ROM + ZIF £;0, Acorn 

teletext ad,ptor A TFS £20, Epson 
FX80 £40. Nidd Valley mouse, 
Illustrator, Ch,u ffeur £10. CC 
lnterbasc, Mega 3 ROM. Spellmast<,r 
(20 each, Printmaster, NLQ ROM, 
Wordwisu, Pt intwi~. Publisher 
CIO each. Toolkit Plus, disc utilities, 
graphics ROMs. 288 link !8 each, 
Elite, Revs, Aviator + lots of games 
and utilities on disc £5 or under. All 
manuals for above. BEEBUG 
complete and books. offers mepred. 
Tel. Both 0".25 330769. 

A3000 4Mb RISC OS 3.1, AKF17 
monitor i;iso, SCSI 4-0Ml> hard drive 
and interface £150, 2Mb upgrade 
£:25, 5.25" drive and interfare, DFS 
reader £75, Canon PW1080 NLQ 
printer £40. Tel. T•dc,st er 0937 
835744. 

BBC Micro ROM book (Smith) £4, 
Programming the 6502 (Zaks) £5, 
Bas.ci Programming on the BBC 
Microcomputer (Cryer) £2 Asscni>ly 
Language Programming on the BBC 
Micro (2 books · Birnooun\ Ferguson 
& Sh•wl £4 each, Rcct Str«t Editor 
(discs & 11\lnu, I) £10. or £25 the lot 
T eL Middl""'x 0923824-063. 

Multitasking link: Archimedes. 
BBC (l,•oryash) disc ond lead £25. 
Tel. 0'.152 710219. 

Zenon, orbital. Clogger. P.LA.S 
1,6,8.9, Pipeline, Predator, Elite, 
E>.ile, Barbarian. Barbarian IJ, Time 
& Magil<, Gnome Rang<r, l.anc<rlot, 
The Lost Nini> £50, the lot or offer.;? 
Buyer collects. Ttl. Dumfries 0387 
5452:6 a.~k for Colin. 

BEEBUG maguint s volumes. I to 
12 all bound £30. Advanced Disc 
User Guide £8. 30hr Basic £2, 
Advanc:oo User Guide £2. BBC DiS< 
System User Guide (temporary 
photocopy) £1. Tel. Hexham 0434 
6066&!. 

15" RCB colour monitor. twin 
40/80 Cumana disc driH s, 
Amstrad DMPI 9 dot matrix 
(tractor). Plug•in ROMs. Vicwsheet, 
Viewstore D,1t.1base, View Printer 
Driver. MiniOffice II. W,pping 

Editor DTP, Ad\•ornced Disc 
Toolkit, NLQ Font Designer, 
Penpal 2 (lightpen). Quest-point, 
Quest mouse, Pace Nightingale 
Modecn. teletext adaptor, use:r port 
splitter (all manuals for abovet 30 
Micro User discs £250. Tel. Surrey 
OSI -337 4247. 

Micrb User magaiine discs 80T 
5:25" 40 original dis.cs from May 
19S9 to Septcni>er 199'1 £1 each plus 
postas•-Tel. Dorset 0305 852276. 

BBC B A TPL ROM/RAM card 16k 
RAM £10, Wordwise Plus CIB, 
boted. manuals. Tel. 0925 263984 
eves. 

BBC B, View, Watford Eleclronia. 
ROM/RAM board. manuals. user 
guide, 20 Acom Users !55 o.n.o. 12" 
giwn screen monitor £35 o.n.o. Also 
Brother EP44 mains or battery 
portable typewriter/printer, suitable 
for use with Beeb. Manuals, cables 
and box of paper £55 o.n.o. Tel. 
Chesterfield 0'.14631C)97S. 

Econet SJ Fileserver with 20Mb 
hard disc. SJ tspestreamer and 
several 35Mb tapes, preferably to be 
sold together. Tel. &,,i, 02254&1313. 

BBC 8, including s ideways 
ROM / RAM board with Wordwi,e 
CommslJr, AMX mouse Jnd other 
ROM sof~oare. twin 40T OS 5.25" 
disc drive, Microvitec CUB colour 
monitor, MfniOffice II, Scrabble, 
XOR and other disc and tape 
so(tware, plus books and manuals 
£250. Also complete set of bound 
6EEBUG magatines volumes I to 6 
aOO Arorn User m3gazioe co01pfete 
from March 1983 to June 1990, no 
re,sonab?e offers re/used. Tel. Wale, 
0437 76544 I e\'cs. 

BBC Master CQmplete with mo1her 
board £80, econet inc. ROM £20, 
PSU !25.o.n.o. Can be Sl'('n wor);ing. 
Tel. Bath 0'.125 4&1161. 

WANTED: Video Digitise, and al,o 
a 3.5" 80T disc drive all for the BBC 
Master. Tel. Both 0225 464161. 
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WORDWISE-MAIL 
In the most recent issue of BEEBUG (Vol.12 
No.5) I read with considerable interest the 
review of Wordwise-Mail, a new package to 
help Wordwise Plus users. 

The so ftware does appear to have many 
restrictions in its use, but has a modest price 
of slightly under £10. There is no doubt that 
Chris Robbins' comments in the review will 
be of considerable help to the .writer. 

Readers may be reminded that there is an 
excellent package, Corplan, which has been 
with us sin ce 1985, and ha s been und er 
continuous development. It offers the user, 
with Wordwise Plus and Wordwise Plus II, a 
full range of facilitie s for handling 
correspondence, reports, invoices and many 
other types of 'written' work . Corpla n also 
suppo rts the use of a repe rtoire of 'forms' 
each defining the layout of a particular type 
of document for the user. 

I have been using Corplan for a long while, 
and would highly recommend this package 
to my fellow members . It has saved me a 
tremendous amount of time i.n my work. 

John Battersby 

AND MORE ON WORDWISE-MAIL 
I am surprised to see that you have devoted 
space in the October issue of BEEBUG to a 
review of Wordwi se -Mail when there is 
already available a proven package which has 
none of the restrictions and drawbacks that 
you hav e found endemic in the program 
under review. 

Following your review of Corplan seve ral 
years ago , I pur chase d this pac kage and 
subsequently was able, with valuable support 
from Colin Robert son th e au th or, to 
incorporate almos t all my computer 
ope rati ons within Corp lan. These are 
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connected with my recordings for 
conferences, including letter wri ting, 
invoicing, compiling and printing of 
programme s, order forms, casse tte and 
packet labels, etc, etc. 

Previously I had some 20 floppy dies in use 
for my operations, but since adopting 
Corp lan, I have been able to reduce this to 
three, with back-ups of course . Based on 
several years experience, I consider Corplan 
at around £17 to be much better val ue for 
money than Wordwise-Mail 

Harry Ryder 

While Wordwise-Mail may have some limitations 
when compared with Corp/an, it is only by 
publishing a full review that readers can be 
properly informed, and the author feel that his 
product has been fairly treated. 

AND NOW FOR CORPLAN 
In Vol.12 No.5 you published a review of 
Wordwise-Mail. It is unfortunate that this 
product, although cheap, was found to have 
so many restrictions i.n its use. However, I 
expect some improvements will be made 
eventually. 

Meanwhile, reader s may like to know that 
Corplan (of which I am the author) which 
you reviewed in BEEBUG Vol.10 No.8 is still 
available from me i.n its latest (1993) version 
at the reduced price of £17.50. Corplan is a 
full-featured correspondence management 
system of proven effectiveness and reliability 
that works happil y with all ve rsi ons of 
Wordwise Plus and Wordwise Plus II. It 
comes with full and accurate printed 
documentation and unlimi ted af ter -sales 
suppo rt. 

Colin Robertson, Three Gables, 7 A Talbot s 
Drive, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 4LZ, tel. 0682 
24591. . [ID 
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Send applications for membership renewals, membership queries and orders for back issues to the address 

below. An membership fees, irr:/uding overseas, should be in pounds sterling drawn (fer cheques) on a UK 

bank. Members may also subscribe to RISC User at a speciaJ reduced rate. 

RENEWAL RATES FOR BEEBUG MAGAZINE 

AND MAGAZINE DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS 

See May 1993 Edttorial for furt her explana11o n 

The tabk! bebw sllCM'S lhe renewal rate appljifng aner the June issue 1993 ~ to the firs1 issue a the renewal period. 

F°'/tl BEE8lJG.IRISC User~ add hall the appropriate BEEBUG renewal rate to the lull PJSC User renewal rate: 

(U £18.40, Europe & Eire £27.50, Middle East £33.50. Americas & Africa £36.50, Elsewhe!e £39.50). 

Renewal Issues ~ 
Mag Mai Mag Mag Disc Disc 

Issue togo 
Europe Mid· Am+Af Else UK O'Seas 

Jun 9 16.56 24.75 30.15 32.85 35.55 45.00 50.40 

Jui 
8 14.72 22.00 26 .80 2920 31.60 40.00 44.80 

A/S 
7 12.88 19.25 23.45 25 .55 27.65 35.00 3920 

Oct 
6 11.04 16.50 20 .10 21 .90 23.70 30.00 33 .60 

Nov 5 9.20 13.75 16.75 18.25 19.75 25.00 28 .00 

Dec 
4 7.36 11.00 13.40 14.60 15.80 20.00 22 .40 

J/F '94 3 5.52 8.25 10.05 10.95 11.85 15.00 16.80 

Mar '94 2 3.68 5.50 6.70 7.30 7.90 10.00 11.20 

Apr '94 1 1.84 2.75 3.35 3.65 3.95 5.00 5.60 

BACK ISSUE PRICES (per issue) 
Volume Magazine S"Dlsc 3.S" Olsc 

6 

Al ove~as Items am sent aitmal. We wi6 accept offidal 
7 
8 

UK orders tor stlbsctj)lions and back issues. but pl63Se 9 

nc/e that them wll be a £ I handling charge kx ordeis 10 

under£ 10 tllhJcb requ/le an Invoke. Tbete is no VAT on 11 

magazines. 

POST AND PACKING 

Magazines an<! discs ate postcode 1 

Post UK, BFPO 

Please adcf the cost ol p&p when oldenng. 

When ordering sevem lems use the hig,est 

~ cede. phs bal Ille~ of each 

subsequent cede. UK maximum £8 

BEEBUG 

COde Ch.t 

• £' 00 

b £2.00 

117 Hatfield Road , SlAlban s, Herta AL 1 4JS 

Tel. St.Albans (0727) 840303, FAX: (0727) 860263 

£1.00 
£1.10 
£1 .30 
£1 .60 
£1 .60 
£1 .90 

Eu..,.,., 
Eire 

£1.60 
£3.00 

£3.00 
£3.50 
£4 .00 
£4 .00 
£4 .75 
£4 .75 

Amenc11,Alrlc.a, 

Mid En t 

£2.<40 
£5.00 

Offi ce hours : 9am-5pm Mon -Fri Showroom hours : 9am-5pm Monday to Saturday 

(24hr Answerphone for Connect/Aooess/Visa orders and subscrip t io ns) 

£3.00 
£3 .50 
£4 .00 
£4 .00 
£4 .75 
£4 .75 

£260 
£5.50 



agazine Disc 

NOVEMBER 1993 

M-8ASE ·We preMnt till• month the first part of a 

comprehenalve and generallffd daubaee ay1tem 

for the Beeb. 

SAVINGS ·UM 1h11 program lo explore how 

savings Invested for the future will dwindle away 

over the years. 

MANIC MECHANIC· This ii another cl-ie game 

from the BEEBUG archlvea. Manic Mechanic ii a 

first rate platform ,tyle game with excellent 

graphics, and challenging game play. 

BEEBUG WORKSHOP • The disc includes the 

complete Ml of routines for Implementing virtual 

arrays and dlrect file access as descri>ed In the 

magazine. 

MISSILE NAVIGATION ·Explore the problems of 

this interesting 11A>ject with our expert Cliff Blab . 

WOROWISE uSER·s NOTEBOOK • The disc 

contalna all the files deterl>ed in the magazine, 

includ'ing Basic program, Wordwite segment 

program and other Illes. 

SPIRO· This 11 a short Implementation ol the weU· 

known 1plrograph type ol display providing holws 

ol fHclnatlon with an endless variety of resuAs. 

CENSUS PT4 · A complete collection of all the 

Census programs Including the CfOSH"tference 

programs from this concluding part. 

MAGSCAN DATA· Bibliography for this i•ue of 

BEEBUG (Vol12 No.6). 

RISC Develo pments , 117 Hatfield Road , St.Albans, Herts AL 1 4JS 

-



STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... STOP PRESS ... 

November 1993 

Special 
Offer 

A5000 Computers for only £850 
(Prior to Sept'93 the same system was £1285) 

Once again we have managed to obtain a ASOOO Specification 
number of ASOOO Learning Curve systems at RISC OS 3 1 
a ridiculously low price. On the previous 2Mb RAM · 
occasion we sold all 100 in only ten days! 80Mb Hard drive 
So hurry if you are not to miss out this time . 25MHz ARM 3 

The ASOOO on offer is the top of the range 
computer from Acorn, and features the 
25MHz ARM3 processor (the latest models 
are equipped with a 33MHz ARM3 making 
them marginally faster). 

We are offering a range of specially priced 
upgrades provided they are all supplied or 
fitted at the same time of your order for the 
A5000. All are fully guaranteed for 12 
months along with the computer. So whether 

Learning Curve pack 
PC Emulator v1 .8 
DOSS 
First Word Plus 
Acorn DTP 
Audio Training Tape 
Pacmania 
Genesis Plus 

you can only afford the computer now at ~A_d_d-it-io-n-al_H_a_r_d_D_r_iv-e-s :-~ 
£850, or a full blown system we can supply 160Mb £199 
exactly what you need. 260Mb £279 

Monitor options : 
Standard (AKF40) £149 
MultiScan (AKF18) £179 

RAM Upgrades : 
2-4Mb £85 
2-8Mb £379 

450Mb £449 
These drives are fitted io_ 
addition to the standard 80Mb 
and do not replace them. 

E E B U G L d 
117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL 1 4JS. 

B t Tel: 0727 840303 Telesales Direct: 0727 840305 Fax: 0727 860263 
Prices shown are exclusive of £8.00 for carriage and VAT. 
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